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1.0

Executive Summary

This preliminary design report (PDR) addresses the repair strategies, project issues and costs, and
presents a recommended work plan to address the sections of unlined sacrificial reinforced concrete
pipe (RCP) upstream of Prado Dam along Reaches IV-A and IV-B. Installed in the early 1980’s,
these segments represent the only portions of the SARI pipeline network that contain unlined RCP.
The pipe reaches addressed in this report are identified in Table 1 and consist of roughly 5 miles of
27”, 3 miles of 36” and 3 miles of 42” pipe.
Core samples completed by Kreiger & Stewart in 2004 and subsequent condition assessment
reports recommended that SAWPA consider rehabilitation of these pipelines to prolong their service
life. The Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) recently completed the initial phases of the Prado Dam
project, which has also heightened the concern over the long-term structural integrity of these
pipelines. The Prado Dam project will create a seasonal water conservation pool at an elevation of
505 feet, which will pond water, up to 30 feet, and has the potential to deposit an additional 20 feet of
sediment over certain sections of the pipelines over the next 30 years.
The rehabilitation options considered in this evaluation included slip-lining the existing pipelines with
either a segmental pipe liner or a continuous pipe liner, cured-in-place pipe (CIPP), and spiral wound
liner. In addition to meeting the new loading conditions imposed by the Prado Dam project, the
recommended techniques have been evaluated based on the following factors:
 Hydraulic Capacity

 Mitigation/Permitting Requirements

 Water Conservation Pool

 ACOE Dike Construction

 Service Life

 Existing Pipeline Flow

 Right-of-Way Acquisition

 Structural Design

 By-pass Pumping

 Constructibility

This PDR supplements the Technical Memorandum (TM), prepared by RBF Consulting, dated March
2009. The TM evaluated relocation of the existing pipeline outside of the Prado Basin using either
gravity pipelines or pump stations and force mains. These options were rejected for their capital and
long-term operation and maintenance costs.
The evaluation of rehabilitation alternatives and the review of the associated project issues have
resulted in the development of the following plan of action to extend the service life of the Reach IV-A
and IV-B pipelines.
1.

Lower Portion of Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B

The lower portion of Reach IV-A begins at Prado Dam at Maintenance Access Structure (MAS) 4A0010 and extends north to the junction of Reach IV-D at MAS 4A-0180. This section is 42” diameter
and is mostly located within the Prado Basin area. MAS 4A-0010 through 4A-0160 are within the
conservation pool impact area.
The portion of Reach IV-B under consideration is 36” diameter and begins at MAS 4B-0010 and
extends east to MAS 4B-150. MAS 4B-0010 through 4B-0070 are within the conservation pool
impact area.
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It is recommended that these segments be rehabilitated with a segmental slip-liner pipe designed
specifically to meet the loading conditions imposed by the operation of Prado Dam and the
anticipated sediment loading over the next 30 years. New water-tight maintenance access structures
should be included in this project to eliminate water intrusion. Fiberglass and High Density
Polyethylene (HDPE) pipe can be fabricated with gasketed flanges to develop water-tight structures.
Once installed, maintenance activities for these segments can be limited to video inspections on a 3
to 5-year rotation.
The benefits of this option include minimal environmental impact during construction, elimination of
the need for sewage by-pass pumping within the environmentally sensitive area behind Prado Dam,
no requirement for right-of-way acquisition, minimal long-term operation and maintenance, slight
reduction in hydraulic capacity, minimization of overall project risk and cost competitiveness
Though the pipe alignments will remain within the limits of the conservation pool and therefore,
inaccessible for many months of the year, access to these pipelines is infrequent and maintenance
requirements can be scheduled around the seasonal levels of the conservation pool. Location is not
considered a fatal flaw, and through comparison of the other alternatives, the segmental slip-liner
provides the best apparent option for these segments.
The estimated construction cost for this option is $18,962,000, which can be broken down as
$10,633,000 for the lower portion of Reach IV-A and $8,329,000 for Reach IV-B. The estimated cost
per foot for this option is $583.
2.

Upper Portion of Reach IV-A

The upper portion of Reach IV-A is 27” diameter and begins near the junction with Reach IV-D at
MAS 4A-0180 and continues north to MAS 4A-0680. It is located beyond the limits of the Prado Dam
wetland area and is mostly within City streets and previously disturbed areas.
It is recommended that this section be rehabilitated with a CIPP liner. Existing flows in this reach are
more manageable to pump by-pass (less than 1 million gallons per day [mgd]) and the work
environment conveys much less risk than the environmentally sensitive wetland areas. Loading
conditions on the pipeline are not expected to change significantly over time, which provides an ideal
situation for a partially deteriorated (PD) CIPP installation. Traffic control mitigation will be required
and permits from various municipalities and Caltrans will be required. CIPP is recommended over the
spiral wound process because of its longer performance record in the Southern California region,
greater number of qualified contractors available to perform the work and overall confidence in the
product to extend the service life of this portion of Reach IV-A.
Existing easements over the pipeline through this reach will be used for the project. In addition, from
MAS 4A-0550 through the terminus at MAS 4A-0680, Inland Empire Utility Agency (IEUA) maintains
a parallel a 15-foot wide sewer easement. Representatives from IEUA have agreed to allow SAWPA
to use this easement for construction access. A temporary 20-foot wide construction easement has
been identified between MAS 4A-0230 and 4A-0280, where the pipeline is located within private
property (Assessor’s Parcel Numbers [APN] 1033-082-09 and 1033-082-10).
The estimated construction cost for this option is $5,473,000, which is $219 per foot.
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3.

Value Engineering Review

During the Pre-Design phase of the project, SAWPA conducted a 3-day value engineering (VE)
session to review the design concepts and environmental impacts associated with the project. The
VE panel consisted of the following individuals:
Mr. George Bartolomei – VE Team Facilitator
Mr. Michael Fleury, P.E., Carollo Engineers, Pipeline Rehabilitation Engineer
Mr. Casey Smith, SAK Construction, Pipeline Rehabilitation Contractor
Mr. Michael Benner, AECOM, Environmental Specialist
Design team members from RBF Consulting and SAWPA also participated in the session.
The VE team reviewed engineering and environmental documents previously completed for the
project, visited the project site and performed an independent alternative analysis. The team
developed a number of design/constructibility considerations that should be evaluated by the design
team as the project progresses into the final design phase. The primary conclusion from the VE
session was the rehabilitation solutions recommended by the design team are the most appropriate
for the conditions to be encountered and the project should proceed accordingly. Cost data for the
project was reviewed on a limited basis by the VE team. Overall, the project’s construction cost
estimate was considered to be satisfactory at this stage of the design, but the VE team
recommended further analysis as the design details are developed.
A copy of the VE report and the designer’s response to the design/constructibility considerations are
included in Appendix Q.
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2.0

Introduction

The Santa Ana Regional Interceptor (SARI) pipeline conveys primarily highly saline, non-domestic
wastewater from industrial dischargers and municipal desalter facilities within Orange, Riverside and
San Bernardino Counties, see Figure 1. Constructed in the late 1970’s through early 1980’s, the
SARI pipeline is a network of collector pipelines totaling 93 miles throughout the Lower and Upper
Santa Ana Watersheds.
The Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority (SAWPA) was formed in 1972 to plan and construct the
SARI pipeline network with the goal of protecting and improving ground and surface water quality of
the Santa Ana River Watershed. SAWPA is a joint powers agency and consists of five municipal
member agencies: Eastern Municipal Water District, Western Municipal Water District, Inland Empire
Utilities Agency, Orange County Water District and San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District.
SAWPA owns, operates and maintains 72 miles of the SARI pipeline within Riverside and San
Bernardino Counties from the Orange/Riverside County line. This portion of the SARI network is
divided into Reaches I through V. Orange County Sanitation District manages and maintains the
remainder of the SARI pipeline within the Lower Santa Ana Watershed inside Orange County.
Portions of the SARI pipeline network within Reaches IV-A and IV-B were installed using unlined
sacrificial reinforced concrete pipe (RCP), see Figures 2 and 3. These sections are identified in Table
1 and consist of roughly 5 miles of 27”, 3 miles of 36” and 3 miles of 42” pipe. All of these segments
are located within or in the immediate drainage tributary to the environmentally sensitive Prado Basin.
Table 1 – Summary of Unlined RCP – Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B
Pipe Diameter

Length

27” Pipe

25,023 Linear Feet

Reach IV-A
MAS IV-A-0180 to MAS IV-A-0680
Upper Reach IV-A

36” Pipe

15,949 Linear Feet

Reach IV-B
MAS IV-B-0010 to MAS IV-B-0150
Lower Reach IV-B

16,555 Linear Feet

Reach IV-A
MAS IV-A-0010 to MAS IV-A-0180
Lower Reach IV-A

42” Pipe

Description

Previous condition assessments using CCTV video inspection and core samples of the pipe wall
have been performed on these pipe segments and have revealed deterioration of the interior pipe
wall is occurring. Additionally, the loading conditions on the lower portion of Reach IV-A and the
westerly portion of Reach IV-B are expected to change significantly in the near future. A recently
completed project by the Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) has raised the height of Prado Dam by
28 feet and raised the spillway elevation by 20 feet. A new water conservation pool will be created to
support an aquifer recharge and groundwater augmentation program to be implemented by the
Orange County Water District. The conservation pool behind the dam will be set at elevation 505,
which will inundate the SARI pipelines near the dam by approximately 30 feet of water. The ACOE
will adjust the pool elevation seasonally to provide flood protection during the winter months and
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groundwater recharge during the spring and summer months. Over the next 30 years, the sediment
deposition behind the dam is expected to rise by up to 20 feet.
The combined effect of on-going structural deterioration, additional sediment loading and the fiscal
and environmental impact of a pipeline failure demand an aggressive rehabilitation program be
considered. This Preliminary Design Report (PDR) will evaluate the appropriate rehabilitation options,
related construction costs and present the associated project issues and permitting requirements
necessary to develop a recommended project for SAWPA’s consideration.
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3.0

Existing Conditions

3.1

Lower Portion of Reach IV-A

The lower portion of Reach IV-A was constructed in 1981 and begins at the base of Prado Dam at
MAS 4A-0010. It extends north to the junction of Reach IV-D at MAS 4A-0180. This section is 42”
diameter and is located entirely in the environmentally sensitive Prado Basin, which is owned and
maintained by the ACOE. The as-built drawings indicate over 90% of the length for this portion of
Reach IV-A is within the 505 water conservation pool inundation area.
The section of pipe south of MAS 4A-0010 to the junction of Reach IV-B was recently replaced with
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) pipe as part of the Prado Dam project. This section of Reach IV-A
is not a part of this project.
The existing pipe was installed with an average slope of 0.1%. Assuming a design depth to diameter
(D/d) ratio of 75%, the maximum design capacity for the lower portion of Reach IV-A is 29.1 cubic
feet per second (cfs), or 18.9 mgd.
Based on flow data provided by SAWPA, combined flow from MAS 4D-0080 (Euclid flowmeter) and
MAS 4A-0360 (Pine flowmeter) shows this segment to have a fairly uniform flow during the week of 5
mgd. Peak flows up to 7.3 mgd were reached during the mid morning between 9am and 11am in the
winter months and stayed more uniform during the summer, with peak flows only reaching 6 mgd.
Review of the CCTV video inspection performed in 2008 shows the flow at an approximate D/d level
of 35%. This corresponds to a flow of approximately 8 cfs or 5.4 mgd, which is consistent with the
flow data provided by SAWPA.
The only connecting lateral on this segment is the 42” diameter Reach IV-D connection, immediately
south of MAS 4A-0180. The connecting MAS is labeled 4D-0010.

3.2

Reach IV-B

The portion of Reach IV-B under consideration is 36” diameter and begins at MAS 4B-0010 near the
base of Prado Dam and extends east to MAS 4B-0150. MAS 4B-0010 through 4B-0070, roughly
50% of the segment, is within the conservation pool impact area.
The section of pipe west of MAS 4B-0010 to the junction of Reach IV-A was recently replaced with
HDPE pipe as part of the Prado Dam project. This section of Reach IV-B is not a part of this project.
The existing pipe was installed with an average slope of 0.38%. Assuming a design D/d ratio of 75%,
the maximum design capacity for Reach IV-B is 37.6 cfs (24.4 mgd).
Flow data provided by SAWPA from MAS 4B-0110 shows this segment to have a fairly uniform flow
of 4.5 mgd during the week with peak flows up to 6.2 mgd at early afternoon between noon and 2
pm. Review of the CCTV video inspection performed in 2008 shows the flow at an approximate D/d
level of 30%. This corresponds to a flow of approximately 8 cfs or 5.4 mgd, which is consistent with
the flow data provided by SAWPA.
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This segment contains one connecting lateral as noted below:
Station 136+62.04

3.3

MAS 4B-0120

18” diameter from the Corona WWTP Truck
Dump Station

Upper Portion of Reach IV-A

The upper portion of Reach IV-A is 27” diameter and begins at the junction with Reach IV-D at MAS
4A-0180 and continues north to MAS 4A-0680. It is located beyond the limits of the Prado Dam
wetland area and is mostly within City streets and previously disturbed areas. The northerly section of
this reach is located within an easement along the rear property line of an industrial subdivision.
Coordination will be required with the property owners and/or existing tenants to gain access to the
existing access structures through this reach.
This reach also contains two inverted siphons and a section of five 10-inch diameter HDPE pipes in
place of the 27” pipe. The siphons are located between MAS 4A-0360 and 4A-0370 and MAS 4A0622 and 4A-0624 and contain 18” and 24” barrels. The five barrel pipe section is a 50 foot long
segment between MAS 4A-0644 and 4A-0650. The five barrel section will not be included in the
scope of work for this project and the siphons will be evaluated further to determine if their condition
warrants rehabilitation.
The existing pipe was installed predominately with a slope of 0.2%. Assuming a design D/d ratio of
75%, the maximum design capacity for the upper portion of Reach IV-A is 12.6 cfs (8.1 mgd).
Flow data provided by SAWPA from MAS 4A-0360 (Pine flowmeter) shows this segment to have a
uniform flow of 0.4 mgd during the week days, with a drop to 0.12 to 0.20 mgd on weekends. Peak
flows throughout the day reach as high as 1.0 mgd. Review of the CCTV video inspection performed
in 2008, shows the flow at a D/d level of 0.15. This corresponds to a flow of approximately 0.7 cfs or
0.5 mgd, which is consistent with the flow data provided by SAWPA.
North of MAS 4A-0620, there are currently no users connected to the system and correspondingly,
no flow in the pipeline. This section of Reach IV-A is proposed to be bid as an optional bid item and
will be included in the work as budget allows.
This segment contains four connecting laterals as noted below:

3.4

Station 257+04.30

MAS 4A-0380

15” diameter – IEUA Connection

Station 280+20.00

MAS 4A-0450

8” diameter

Station 368+04.41

MAS 4A-0570

Mission Uniform connection

Station 384+28.35

MAS 4A-0620

OLS Energy

Structural Investigation

CCTV inspection of these pipelines indicates interior surface erosion has occurred and many
sections contain a significant layer of bio-growth that is blistering and collapsing into the flow stream.
In 2004, Kreiger & Stewart (K&S) performed a limited physical inspection of these pipelines, wherein
six (6) core samples were taken from the concrete pipe walls. The results from four samples taken
from the 27” RCP along Reach IV-A showed non-structural surface corrosion has occurred within the
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sacrificial portion of the pipe wall only. Since the pipeline’s fabrication drawings were unavailable, the
true extent of deterioration from the original thickness could not be determined.
The two samples taken within Reach IV-B indicate a reduction in concrete thickness from 5.125
inches to 4.92 inches, a loss of nearly ¼-inch. Concrete cover over the inner reinforcing steel cage
has been reduced from 1.25 inches to 0.92 inch. The concrete loss noted was evaluated over the
current 25-year service life of the pipeline and extrapolated theoretically to another 30 years at the
same loss rate before the reinforcing steel is exposed. Due to live and dead loads on the pipeline,
K&S recommended that SAWPA consider long term structural rehabilitation options within a 10 year
time horizon to prolong the service life of these pipelines. This recommendation was made prior to
the development of the proposed water conservation pool program and the expected sediment
deposition over the pipeline.
There were no samples taken from the 42” RCP portion of Reach IV-A, which according the CCTV
videos contains considerably more flow than the 27” section and contains a greater quantity of biogrowth on the pipe walls and root intrusion.
An analysis to quantify the amount of debris within the pipeline was performed using the available
CCTV videos provided by SAWPA. A summary of the debris calculation is included as Appendix R.

Interior Pipeline Photos of Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B
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4.0

Rehabilitation Options

The technical memorandum prepared by RBF Consulting, dated March 2009, evaluated a number of
pipeline rehabilitation techniques that have been used successfully in Southern California. The
methods considered included live-stream segmental slip-lining, continuous slip-lining with a by-pass,
cured-in-place pipe (CIPP) with a by-pass and spiral wound lining. A discussion of each option is as
follows:

4.1

Slip-lining

Slip-lining is a technique that inserts a new pipeline inside of an existing pipeline. There are two sliplining options that can be considered. Option A is live-stream segmental slip-lining where individual
sections of pipe with flush wall bell and spigot joints (typically 20 foot long sections) are inserted into
the existing pipe and pushed into place. The benefit of this technique is it can be performed with
pipes at 100% flow capacity without by-passing the flow. It is preferred, however, to perform this work
with the flow at less than 50% of the pipe diameter. Option B is a continuous pipe liner, fabricated
from HDPE. The individual HDPE pipe sections are fused together on the surface and then pulled
into the existing pipeline as one continuous liner. This option eliminates pipe joints within the existing
pipe and minimizes the potential for joint infiltration in the future. A by-pass pumping system would be
required with Option B to divert flow around the work zone. The resulting product under both options
would provide comparable hydraulic flow characteristics to the existing pipeline.
4.1.1

Option A - Live-stream Segmental Slip-lining Process

The slip-lining process is completed as follows:
1. A shored and lined construction pit is installed around the existing pipeline. The top half of the
pipeline is cut out to expose the flow and provide access into the existing pipeline. A slip-liner
rig is then installed within the pit.
2. The slip-liner pipe is then installed on the pipe
elevator and lowered into position.
Pipe Elevators
Slip-liner

Power
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4. The liner is mated with the adjacent pipe joint and pushed into the existing pipeline with a
hydraulic jack on the slip-liner rig.
5. This process continues until the receiving pit is reached. Push lengths of up to 5,000 feet
have been successful and are dependent on the pipeline slope, horizontal and vertical curves
within the alignment, the overall total weight to be pushed, and the friction within the host pipe
to overcome.
6. The annular space between the liner pipe and the existing pipe is filled with a pressure grout.
7. The construction pit is dewatered and is typically reconstructed as an access structure.

Slip-liner pipe material available in the 27”-42” diameter range includes centrifugal cast fiberglass
reinforced mortar pipe manufactured by Hobas, filament wound fiberglass pipe (similar to Bondstrand
manufactured by Ameron), Vylon Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) and HDPE. All four materials are
corrosion resistant to brine wastewater and domestic wastewater and possess a low friction
coefficient (“n” value) of 0.009, which compared to original concrete pipe at 0.013 provides a 30%
increase in flow capacity. The presence of the bio-growth film inside the existing pipeline has
increased the pipeline’s interior roughness and correspondingly has increased the “n” value to an
estimated 0.018 to 0.020. The reduced friction coefficient of the slip-liner pipe, therefore overcomes
any reduction in flow carrying capacity of the reduced pipe diameter.
The smooth-walled, corrosion-resistant slip-liner pipe materials are not as susceptible to biogrowth or
the accumulation of mineral and/or grease deposits as the unlined RCP and with a periodic cleaning
program of 3 to 5 years, the hydraulic properties of the slip-liner pipeline can be maintained.
Based on the average slope of 0.38% within the 36” Reach IV-B and an existing “n” value of 0.018,
the existing flow capacity at a D/d ratio of 75% is 27.2 cfs, 17.6 mgd. By comparison, a 30” slip-liner
pipe with an “n” value of 0.009 provides 33.4 cfs, 21.6 mgd. As noted above, at a D/d ratio of 0.75,
the original design capacity of the Reach IV-B pipeline was 37.6 cfs, 24.4 mgd.
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Based on the average slope of 0.1% within the 42” Reach IV-A and an existing “n” value of 0.018, the
existing 75% flow capacity is 21.0 cfs, 13.6 mgd. By comparison, a 36” diameter slip-liner pipe with
an “n” value of 0.009 has a 75% flow capacity of 27.9 cfs, 18.1 mgd. As noted above, at a D/d ratio of
0.75, the original design capacity of the Reach IV-A pipeline was 29 cfs, 18.9 mgd.
Table 2 – Slip-Liner Flow Comparison Summary
Diameter
(inches)

Slope
(ft/ft)

n

Capacity
(mgd)

Original Design Capacity at 75% full and n=0.013

36

0.0038

0.013

24.4

Current Design Capacity at 75% full and n=0.018

36

0.0038

0.018

17.6

Proposed Design Capacity at 75% full and n=0.009

30

0.0038

0.009

21.6

Diameter
(inches)

Slope
(ft/ft)

n

Capacity
(mgd)

Original Design Capacity at 75% full and n=0.013

42

0.001

0.013

18.9

Current Design Capacity at 75% full and n=0.018

42

0.001

0.018

13.6

Proposed Design Capacity at 75% full and n=0.009

36

0.001

0.009

18.1

Reach IV-B

Lower Reach IV-A

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) requirements for the slip-line option are projected to be similar to
conventional sewer maintenance practices for pipelines of this size and flow characteristics. Periodic
cleaning and jetting of debris on a 3 to 5 year cycle is recommended. More frequent cleaning cycles
should be implemented as conditions warrant. Based on the inspection of similar pipelines, the
smooth wall and corrosion resistant liner material of the slip-liner pipe will resist the development of
bio-growth inside the pipe and only minor accumulations of grease, mineral deposits and sediment
are expected in between cleaning cycles. Video inspection of the pipeline should occur prior to each
cleaning cycle to establish operational conditions of the system. The video will assist SAWPA in
determining the need for a more frequent cleaning cycle.
For illustration of the importance of periodic cycle, the following graphs have been developed for
Reach IV-B and the lower portion of Reach IV-A to demonstrate the impact of a reduced “n” value on
the hydraulic performance of the slip-liner pipeline. As noted above in Table 2, the design capacity of
Reach IV-B at 75% full is 21.6 mgd and Reach IV-A is 18.1 mgd when the initial design “n” value of
0.009 is used. The capacity reduces by nearly 40% as the “n” values increase to 0.015.
SAWPA’s ability to maintain the “n” value near 0.009 will be dependent on the cleaning cycle as
plastic or resin based pipe materials under the expected flow conditions (flow quantity and quality)
are not expected to deteriorate substantially over time. Debris accumulation will have the greatest
impact on the flow conveyance capacity of the pipeline.
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Flow Comparison with Variable "n" Factor
Reach IV-B
Flow (mgd) at 75%
D/d

25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
0.009 0.010 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.015
Mannings "n" Factor

Flow (mgd)

Flow (mgd) at 75% D/d

Flow Comparsion with Variable "n" Factor
Lower Reach IV-A
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
0.009 0.010 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.015
Mannings "n" Factor
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4.1.2

Option B - Continuous Slip-lining Process

The process for Option B would
begin with a similar access pit as
described above in Option A. A
pump by-pass system would be
installed in the immediate
upstream MAS adjacent to the
work area similar to the photo
shown at the right. A high-line
pipeline would be installed on
grade to discharge the bypassed flow into the nearest
MAS downstream of the work
area.
Butt fusing individual segments
of HDPE pipeline would be
performed at grade for the full
length of the insertion. Piping
would be strung out upstream of
the work area. A pulling head
would be attached to the
downstream end of the pipe.

Typical Sewer By-Pass
Pumping System

Continuous Segment of
HDPE Pipe

A steel cable would be inserted into the pipeline between the access pits and attached to the pulling
head. At the downstream access pit, the cable would be pulled back with a hydraulic winch. As the
cable advances through the pipe, the new HDPE liner would be drawn into place as one continuous
pipe liner.
Hydraulic impacts under Option B would be similar to those presented in Table 2 for Option A.
O&M requirements for this option will be as discussed above for the segmental alternative.

4.2

Cured-In-Place Pipe (CIPP)

The CIPP process inserts an epoxy resin impregnated felt tube into the existing pipeline between
access structures. Once in place, the tube is filled with hot water or steam to activate the resin. Once
the resin has cured, the resin/felt structure creates a structural pipe liner inside the existing pipeline
that provides excellent corrosion resistance. The benefit of this technique is it creates a new
structural pipe liner with excellent corrosion resistant and hydraulic properties that conforms to the
interior diameter of the host pipe without excavating to expose the host pipe. The CIPP process
would create a finished product similar to the Option B slip-liner described above, with the benefit of a
larger finished inside pipe diameter.
A CIPP liner would improve the Manning’s “n” from the original concrete pipe value of 0.013 to an
estimated 0.010. The increase in hydraulic capacity will more than offset the reduction in pipe
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diameter for the finished product. For example, in the upper portion of Reach IV-A, the 27” pipe at a
slope of 0.2% with an “n” value of 0.013, the 75% D/d design capacity is 12.6 cfs (8.2 mgd). The
finished CIPP liner would result in an inside diameter of approximately 26.1” and would yield a 75%
D/d design capacity of 15 cfs (9.7 mgd) or an increase of 19%. Greater increases in capacity can be
expected for the Lower Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B sections as the “n” value for these sections
appears to be closer to 0.018 because of the bio-growth inside the pipe.
4.2.1

Process

The typical CIPP process for a sanitary sewer
installation is as follows:
1. The felt tube liner is cut at the factory into
specific lengths corresponding to the length of
each pipe reach (MAS to MAS) to be lined.
2. The felt tube is impregnated with resin designed
to meet the specific conditions of the waste stream
and the structural requirements of the project.
3. The liner is then trucked to the job site where it is
inserted into the MAS and pushed through the host
pipe with water pressure. The host sewer pipe must
be thoroughly cleaned prior to the insertion and all
existing flow and flow from connecting laterals must
be diverted around the pipe reach being lined.
4. The felt tube expands into the host pipe conforming
to the interior walls of the pipe and is designed to
extend between two adjacent access structures.
5. Once the tube is fully inserted, the water inside the
tube is heated to activate the resin. The resin cures
to create a felt reinforced corrosion resistant liner.
Water used during the cure process is released and
discharged downstream in the sewer system.
Typically, once the water has properly cooled (less
than 100° F), it contains 20-30 parts per million
(ppm) of styrene resin. Discharging the cooled cure
water to the sanitary sewer has not been identified
as a threat to wastewater treatment plants during
more than 30 years of CIPP construction in the
United States. Water (condensate) from a steam cure process typically has 5 - 30 ppm of
styrene, but the quantity of water from a steam cure process is significantly less than from a
water cure. No impacts associated with this process have been identified as well. A guideline
for handling styrene-based resins used for CIPP is included in Appendix P.
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6. The final step is to use a remote controlled lateral cutting device to reopen all lateral service
connections and install a lateral “top hat” which is a short stub that fits into the lateral pipeline
while the brim of the top hat is secured to the inner wall of the new liner.

CIPP is available from a number of supplier/installers in Southern California and is typically provided
in a liner thickness that addresses either a full deterioration (FD) condition of the host pipe or a partial
deterioration (PD). The FD condition assumes the host pipe can no longer support any of the design
loads (earth and live loading) and the new CIPP liner must act as a “new pipe” within the host pipe.
The PD condition assumes the host pipe has minor structural deficiencies, but can still meet all
loading conditions. The difference in the liner thickness between the two conditions is typically on the
order of 0.10” (approximately 15-30% of the total liner thickness), which can translate to significant
cost for a project with miles of large diameter CIPP to perform. CIPP design is performed in
accordance with ASTM F1216; Standard Practice for Rehabilitation of Existing Pipelines and
Conduits by the Inversion and Curing of a Resin-Impregnated Tube.
A key factor with CIPP is whether the felt tube can be delivered to the job site already impregnated
with resin. The pipe diameters and the lengths of pipe runs between access structures on Reaches
IV-A and IV-B stretch the conventional limits for a factory delivered felt/resin tube. Once the resin is
added to the felt, the tube becomes very heavy and with pipe lengths over 1,000 feet, the resulting
tube weight may exceed the load carrying capacity of a refrigerated truck.
The alternative to factory delivered, is to perform the “wet-out over the hole”, meaning the resin is
added to the tube in the field immediately prior to insertion into the MAS. The determination of which
option to use is dependent on the length of the individual pipe reach and the pipe diameter.
Regardless of which CIPP method is employed, all flow within the pipeline must be stopped and bypassed around the work area. The MAS directly upstream from the insertion MAS is used as the
pump-out MAS. The by-passed flow is conveyed in a highline, usually a steel or aluminum pipeline,
laid on the ground adjacent to the MAS downstream of the last MAS involved with the CIPP process.
The pumping equipment consists of skid-mounted self-priming pumps with sufficient capacity to
provide 100% redundancy. The access road along the pipe corridor can be used for the highline.
An alternative to the pump by-pass system is to coordinate with the individual dischargers to
temporarily reduce or eliminate their discharges to the SARI pipeline. If the flow is reduced
sufficiently, then either “in-pipe storage” or “pump and truck” options can be considered. These
alternatives to the pump/highline system is practical where the flow is very low, such as in the
sections of the upper portion of Reach IV-A and where the highline pipe would cross a public
thoroughfare.
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Typically the CIPP felt/resin tube is hauled to the job site in refrigerated trucks to keep the resin from
activating prematurely. At the site, the truck feeds the felt tube through a tower placed over the MAS
and into the pipe. Support equipment for this operation includes a water truck, water heating
equipment and generator. An area equivalent to a 50-foot radius around the MAS is required.
An access road along the pipeline corridor is required, as the insertion process will continue from
MAS to MAS. The access road may be used to stage equipment noted above if a 50-foot radius
clearing is not available at each MAS and a more linear set-up is required. For linear set-ups, a 20
foot wide by 80 foot long staging area is required at the insertion MAS, with 20 foot by 40 foot areas
required at the receiving MAS and the associated access structures used for the by-pass pumping.
O&M requirements of CIPP will be similar to those described for the slip-liner pipe in Section 4.1.1
above. The finished CIPP liner will possess sufficient hardness to withstand standard trunk sewer
cleaning and jetting equipment. The cleaning cycle for CIPP is also estimated to be 3 to 5 years.

4.3

Spiral Wound Process

The spiral wound process uses
a
narrow
liner
strip,
approximately 6 inches wide,
along with a mechanical
winding machine to spirally
wind the new liner within the
existing pipe. The liner has a
wall profile that is smooth on
the interior and can be
provided with reinforced steel
strips to provide the structural
strength needed for a project.
The
reinforced steel
is
completely encapsulated with
the
corrosion-resistant
properties of the liner material.
On small diameter pipelines,
less than 30 inches, the liner
and profile section can be
fabricated
completely
of
corrosion-resistant PVC. Edge
seams are designed to lock
adjoining liner strips together
to complete a continuous liner
between access structures.

Encapsulated Steel
Reinforcing

Spiral Winding Set-up

Inter-locking
Edge Seam

Spiral Winding Machine

Typically on pipelines less than
30 inches in diameter, the liner is expanded to match the host pipe’s diameter and on pipelines
greater than 30 inches, the annular space between the liner and the host pipe is grouted once the
spiral winding is complete. The hydraulic properties of the finished liner are similar to CIPP.
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The process has the following benefits:
a. Can be utilized under live flow conditions, up to 25% of the pipe’s D/d ratio
b. Installed along pipeline curves
c. Access is via an existing MAS
d. The work area footprint is very small, limited to the liner spool and support vehicles
The process has some disadvantages to be considered as well, such as:
a. It is a new process in the United States and few projects in the 27”-42” pipe diameter range
have been completed.
b. Correspondingly, there are very few contractors familiar with the process, which would yield a
limited pool of potential bidders for the project.
c. Joints are continuous in this process and each joint is a potential failure point in the future.
d. Working under live-flow conditions creates the potential for debris to become lodged in the
joint during the winding process. This impedes the winding process and, depending on the
quantity of debris, may necessitate pump by-passing to eliminate or reduce the quantity of
flow in the pipeline, negating the cost benefit of the option.
O&M requirements for the spiral winding process are expected to be similar to those described for
the slip-liner pipe in Section 4.1.1 above. However, the cleaning equipment selected should not drag
along the liner as there is potential to catch a joint seam. Hydro-scour equipment would be the
preferred choice for this option. The cleaning cycle for this process is also estimated to be 3 to 5
years with video inspection to confirm the frequency.
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5.0

Project Issues

5.1

505 Water Conservation Pool and Sediment Loading

The Prado Dam project and the subsequent implementation of the 505 elevation water conservation
pool program create significant impacts to the rehabilitation of the lower portion of Reach IV-A and
Reach IV-B. This issue does affect the rehabilitation program being evaluated for Upper Reach IV-A.
The selected rehabilitation method needs to withstand the additional sediment loading anticipated
with the program, provide long-term structural and water-tight joint integrity and provide long-term
internal corrosion resistance. The 505 impact area extends to the majority of Lower Reach IV-A and
roughly 50% of Reach IV-B, as shown in Figure 3. Additionally, the finished repair must provide a
maintenance-free structure as the pipeline will be submerged for many months of the year and
environmental access restrictions prohibit construction activity for much of the remainder of the year.
This rehabilitation project must, therefore, be completed in a manner that yields the above design
elements while providing the least amount of environmental disturbance and environmental risk
during its implementation.
The live-stream segmental slip-lining option (Option A) meets the criteria listed above with the
negative element of reducing the conveyance capacity of the structure. The continuous slip-lining
option (Option B) meets the design criteria, but would require by-pass pumping within the
environmentally sensitive Prado Basin and the wall thickness for the HDPE pipe would be greater
than Option A. The CIPP process can also be designed to meet the criteria list above but will also
require by-pass pumping and would be susceptible to root intrusion behind the liner given the heavy
vegetation in the Basin. Also, the long runs between access structures (+1,000 feet) and larger pipe
diameter creates concern with the consistency/quality of the epoxy curing process. The spiral wound
process would provide roughly 40 times more joint length per pipe section than the segmental sliplining process. Each joint is an avenue for future root intrusion given the heavy vegetation in the
Basin.
Given the conditions imposed by the water conservation program within the lower portion of Reach
IV-A and Reach IV-B, the segmental slip-lining process best meets the design objectives for this
project.

5.2

Structural Design

The revised operational scheme, seasonal flood storage conditions for Prado Dam and expected
sedimentation require an evaluation of long-term performance of flexible slip-liner pipeline products.
Flexible pipelines derive their strength from sidewall support. Under standard trench loading
conditions, native soil material, trench width and bedding material combine to determine the available
sidewall conditions for the pipe and allow determination of appropriate pipe stiffness (PS) to maintain
deflection within design tolerance. Manufacturers of flexible pipe commonly reference an acceptable
deflection allowance as 5 percent. Given the critical nature of this installation, it is recommended to
establish the maximum deflection allowance at 3 percent.
With the water conservation pool proposed at elevation 505, the hydrostatic load on the pipe will be
increased and pipe buckling and wall crushing are other pipe design parameters that must be
considered. The maximum probable flood (MPF) event should also be evaluated in these
calculations to determine the pipeline’s reaction to this temporary load.
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Pipe calculations, shown in Appendix E, have been developed to examine three loading conditions
described below. Condition 2 is designated as the governing design parameters and Condition 3 is a
fatal flaw check on the pipeline’s performance during the 500 year MPF event. Any excessive
deflective observed during the MPF will be relieved once the flood level subsides. The fatal flaw
check is to evaluate the potential of a catastrophic collapse.
Pipeline Loading Conditions
1. Existing pipe conditions with 15 feet of cover and the water pool level at 505
2. 15 feet of cover + 20 feet of additional sediment with the water pool at 505
3. 15 feet of cover + 20 feet of sediment + Maximum Probable Flood at 590
Sample calculations to determine the recommended pipe stiffness value were obtained from Hobas
Pipe and are included in Appendix E. Similar calculations will be secured from Ameron Pipe for their
Bondstrand pipe during the final design phase.
A critical element in the calculations is the estimation of the E’ value, which defines the side wall
strength of the combined trench design and native soil conditions. The estimated E’ value for the
alluvial material found within the Prado Basin is 1,000 pounds per square inch (psi), as noted in the
Preliminary Geotechnical Report, see Appendix N. However, given the proposed condition that the
new slip-liner pipe will eliminate the corrosive environment within the RCP, the RCP can be expected
to act as a structural host pipe for an extended time into the future. With the annular space grouting
between the slip-liner pipe and the RCP, the finished product will be similar to a concrete encased
pipeline. An E’ value for a firm sidewall support condition, such as crushed rock, is on the order of
3,000 psi. The slip-liner condition will meet or exceed the equivalent E’ for crushed rock and this
value is appropriate for use in the calculations.
Using these design parameters, the calculations show that a PS of 95 psi is required to meet the
project’s loading requirements. Further analysis will be performed to determine the location along
each pipeline alignment where the PS design can be reduced.
The Hobas pipe design with a PS value of 95 provides an inside pipe diameter of 36” and 30” with
wall thicknesses of 1.15” and 0.98” for Lower Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B, respectively. Bondstrand
fiberglass pipe can be fabricated with similar structural qualities, and therefore, similar hydraulic
properties, to Hobas. A comparable HDPE pipe has a DR rating of 17 and has a wall thickness of
2.25” for 36” nominal pipe and 1.88” for 30” pipe. The corresponding inside diameters are 33.8” and
28.2”. The reduced inside diameters will further reduce the hydraulic capacity of the pipeline by 15%.
This reduction in capacity must be considered in the final design when specifying allowable pipe
materials.

5.3

Flotation Analysis

Pipeline flotation is a concern on larger diameter pipes, where there is a limited amount of soil cover
and the groundwater is at or near the surface. Buoyancy uplift forces can exceed the soil loading
under these conditions and cause the pipeline to float. It becomes especially critical when light-weight
plastic pipelines are installed and if there is a potential for the pipe to be dry during periods of high
groundwater.
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The existing pipe installations along the lower portion of Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B were evaluated
for their depth of cover and the development of buoyancy forces. In all locations within these reaches,
assuming the water table was at the surface, the weight of the saturated soil cover was sufficient, in
excess of 5 feet, to counteract buoyancy forces regardless of the pipeline materials and flow in the
pipeline, see Appendix E.
The potential for flotation will also be minimized under all the rehabilitation options because of the
weight of the existing concrete pipe. Though not included in the calculations, the weight of the
existing pipeline will add a factor of safety to the installation.
The design of new access structures must also consider flotation. Lightweight, corrosion-resistant
structures fabricated from fiberglass or HDPE will “float” under high groundwater and shallow soil
cover conditions. The preliminary MAS design presented in Appendix S will address this issue by the
installation of reinforced concrete around each structure. The weight of the concrete surrounding
each MAS will more than counter the corresponding buoyancy forces.

5.4

ACOE Dike Construction

As supplemental projects to the Prado Dam project, the ACOE is planning to construct two dike/levee
projects within the Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B project area. These projects are the Alcoa Dike and
the Yorba Slaughter Adobe Dike.
The Alcoa Dike is intended to protect the Alcoa Aluminum Plant in Corona, immediately to the east of
Smith Avenue and Butterfield Drive. The dike will cross the 36” Reach IV-B pipeline in between MAS
4B-0140 and 4B-0150 and will place an additional 30 feet of embankment material over the pipeline.
The top of the dike elevation will match the finish grade of Butterfield Drive, see Figure 4.
The Yorba Slaughter Abode Dike is intended to protect the historic adobe farmhouse located north of
Euclid Ave (State Route 83) along Ponoma-Rincon Road. The dike will be constructed along Upper
Reach IV-A between MAS 4A-0240 and 4A-0280. As shown on Figure 5, the dike’s footprint will
impact the pipeline between MAS 4A-0240 and 4A-0250, and according to the proposed construction
plans, the additional embankment material in this area will not exceed 5 feet. The pipeline in this area
will be on the “wet” side of the dike and will be exposed to flood stage loading conditions. The existing
access structures are designed as pressure manholes and can withstand the expected hydraulic
pressure generated by the maximum probable flood event. It is recommended that the existing
structures be inspected during the final design phase to determine if rehabilitation measures are
required.
The rehabilitation technique selected for these two areas must have the structural capacity to
accommodate the additional soil placed over the pipeline alignment.

5.5

Season Work Restrictions

The environmental setting for the lower portion of Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B presents considerable
challenge for the execution of the pipeline’s rehabilitation. The upper portion of Reach IV-A is beyond
the sensitive environmental habitat area and within previously developed area and does not have the
same season work constraints as discussed below for the other two segments of the project.
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Santa Ana Regional Interceptor (SARI) Repairs to Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B

Alcoa Dike Plan
SD Mac: 25103871TabloidLandscape.indd

Figure 4

Santa Ana Regional Interceptor (SARI) Repairs to Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B
Not to Scale
Source: Eagle Aerial, 2007.
SD Mac: 25103871TabloidLandscape.indd

Yorba Slaughter Dike Plan
Figure 5

The Prado Basin is recognized as one of the most high quality riparian/wetland habitats in Southern
California. As such, any construction activity is closely scrutinized by the environmental resource
agencies, with the ACOE as the lead agency. Typically, construction in high quality habitats is
prohibited during the breeding season, which extends annually from March 15 to September 25.
Additionally, the Prado Basin serves as a flood impoundment reservoir for the Santa Ana watershed,
which covers more than 2,800 square miles and extends to the San Bernardino Mountains. During
the winter season, November thru March, rainfall in the watershed inundates much of the area
surrounding Reaches IV-A and IV-B. The size of the watershed also provides the potential for flash
flood conditions. Construction during the winter months is anticipated to be highly risky and mostly
un-productive due to saturated soil conditions.
The combination of the breeding season and wet weather season restrictions leaves limited time
throughout the year for the rehabilitation work to be performed. Consequently, it is imperative that
SAWPA and ACOE negotiate a construction schedule that respects the importance of the breeding
season while permitting construction to proceed during portions of the summer and early fall months
(July through October). The preferred approach would permit construction to proceed over the
shortest duration possible. Extending the construction period over many years would only increase
the quantity and potential for impacts to the habitat area and have a significant escalating effect on
the project’s cost.
With the need for less access points into the existing pipeline, the slip-lining process would create
less overall disturbance to the habitat area than the other rehabilitation processes being considered.
Both CIPP and spiral wound methods would need access at every MAS while the slip-lining process
can span multiple MAS runs with one access pit. Impacts to the habitat area caused by the various
construction alternatives were identified and quantified in the project’s environmental impact report
(EIR). Appropriate mitigation for the selected alternative and impact area will be negotiated with the
resource agencies during the final design.

5.6

Right-of-Way and Temporary Construction Easement Requirements

The lower portion of Reach IV-A and all of Reach IV-B within the project area are located on parcels
owned by the ACOE. There are no dedicated easements for the pipelines in these parcels. The
ACOE grants a right of entry through their permitting process. The permit will include a description of
the total area needed for permanent use for access structures and access roads and the area
needed for temporary construction ingress and egress and staging areas. The rehabilitation method
selected for each pipeline reach will determine the total impact area. Regardless of which method is
selected, it is recommended that a permanent 10 foot wide access road be granted along the
pipeline route and a 50-foot diameter clearing be provided around each MAS for future maintenance
activities. Temporary construction impacts beyond these suggested limits will be mitigated as part of
the project.
Upper Reach IV-A contains segments within private property, ACOE property and public right-of-way,
as shown in Appendix J. From MAS 4A-0190 through 4A-0230, the pipeline is within ACOE property.
A similar right-of-way permit as described above is expected for this segment. From MAS 4A-0230
through 4A-0280, the pipeline is located within private property (APN 1033-082-09 and 1033-08210). There is an existing 20-foot wide easement through these parcels. An additional 20-foot wide
temporary construction easement is recommended through these parcels for ingress and egress of
equipment. As shown in Figure 5, these parcels will be severely impacted by the construction of the
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Yorba Slaughter Dike. The dike also has a similar footprint to Reach IV-A. Coordination with the
ACOE will be required to determine construction sequencing and easement requirements, as it is
believed the ACOE has already initiated the property acquisition process for their project.
From MAS 4A-0280 through 4A-0550, the pipeline is within public right-of-way or within lands under
jurisdiction of the ACOE. No easements are anticipated for this section of the project. All work will be
contained within the public right-of-way.
From MAS 4A-0550 through the terminus at MAS 4A-0680, the pipeline is located within a 20-foot
wide easement through an industrial subdivision. Adjacent to the SAWPA easement is a 15-foot wide
sewer easement for the Inland Empire Utility Agency (IEUA). Representatives from IEUA have
agreed to allow SAWPA to use this easement for construction access.
Currently, most of this 35-foot easement area is being used by the industrial tenants for storage of
materials. SAWPA will need to work with individual tenants during the course of construction to move
these materials to permit construction access. In addition, the project’s rehabilitation method should
be chosen to minimize the amount of temporary construction easements (TCE) needed. TCE
through this area will impact the day-to-day operations of these industrial tenants, which will escalate
the financial value of any TCE acquired by SAWPA for the project. Both the CIPP and the spiral
wound process could be implemented using only the existing permanent easements. The slip-lining
process would require a substantial amount of additional TCE and would severely impact business
operations of the tenants.

5.7

Traffic Control Permit Requirements

The lower portion of Reach IV-A does not encroach within the public right-of-way and therefore will
not require traffic control permits.
Reach IV-B will utilize existing thoroughfares for access to the pipeline alignment. Smith Avenue,
Butterfield Drive and the entrance road to the Corona Airport will be impacted by the project.
However, no lane closures or detours are anticipated. It is likely that the City of Corona will impose
work hour restrictions on the construction operation or limitations on equipment/material deliveries.
Additionally, work in this area must be coordinated with the ACOE for their construction of the Alcoa
Dike project.
Along the upper portion of Reach IV-A, traffic control permits will be required from the City of Chino
for work within Rincon/Pomona Road, Pine Avenue, Central Avenue and El Prado Road. Preliminary
traffic control concepts have been developed to allow the construction to proceed in the most efficient
manner. As shown in Appendix M, a combination of flagging operations and lane closure/detour
operations are proposed for the work within the City of Chino.
Similar to the work requirements described in Section 5.4, the slip-lining process will encumber too
much area within the right-of way and is not appropriate for consideration for this segment of the
project. The CIPP and the spiral wound process would only require access through the existing
access structures and could be implemented within the traffic control limitations imposed by the City
of Chino. The pump by-pass hose required for the CIPP process will cross public roads at several
locations. In these areas, the final design will evaluate various options, such as smaller diameter and
multiple pipes on the surface with a ramp over the pipes, shallow trench burial, temporarily stopping
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discharge into the SARI pipeline and pump and truck around the work zone. Each location will be
evaluated independently for the most appropriate solution.

5.8

Flow Restrictions/Interruptions during Construction

A summary of the existing flow by pipeline segment is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 – Summary of Existing Flows
Low Flow
(mgd)

Avg. Flow
(mgd)

Peak Flow
(mgd)

Lower Portion of Reach IV-A

2.5

5.0

7.2

Upper Portion of Reach IV-A

0.12

0.4

1.0

Reach IV-B

1.0

4.5

6.2

Pipeline Reach

The volume and consistency of flow throughout the day and week from the lower portion of Reach
IV-A and Reach IV-B indicates that interrupting flow would create a significant impact to the
dischargers on the system. Implementing a by-pass system to divert the quantity of flow around the
work area would pose significant challenges and risk. A by-pass system capable of pumping up to 7
mgd would require an equivalent of 5,000 gallon per minute (gpm) pumps. The system would need to
run 24/7 during the construction operation and provide sufficient redundancy for emergency
conditions. A sample quote for a by-pass system is included as Appendix I.
The highly sensitive environmental setting of the lower portion of Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B
suggest that by-passing the flow should be avoided and a rehabilitation method should be
implemented that does not require flow by-pass. Segmental slip-lining and the spiral wound process
can be performed under the existing flow conditions. CIPP and continuous slip-lining require flow bypass.
In the upper portion of Reach IV-A, the current flow and the environmental conditions would allow a
by-pass system. A by-pass system to achieve a peak flow of 700 gpm is readily available. The low
flows on weekends are such that flow could be stopped temporarily to allow the rehabilitation process
to proceed without a by-pass system in place. This would be particularly helpful on the MAS
segments that cross a public thoroughfare and would eliminate the need for installing a by-pass hose
across the road.
As noted in Section 3, there are currently no users connected to the system north of MAS 4A-0620,
and correspondingly, no flow in the pipeline.
The CIPP or the spiral wound process could be used effectively in the upper portion of Reach IV-A
given the limited flow in the pipeline.
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6.0

Recommended Project

The technical memorandum, prepared by RBF Consulting, dated March 2009, considered additional
project alternatives to the rehabilitation techniques presented herein above. Relocation of the
pipelines outside of the Prado Basin via gravity pipelines or pump stations and force mains were
considered. These options proved to be too costly in capital cost as well as long-term operation and
maintenance and were rejected from further consideration. This pre-design report, in conjunction
with the technical memorandum and the supporting environmental impact report, recommends
internal rehabilitation as the most cost effective method to prolong the service life of the Reach IV-A
and Reach IV-B pipelines. The various techniques presented herein, however, are not suitable for all
project conditions and the advantages and disadvantages of each technique must be considered to
develop the Recommended Project.

6.1

Recommended Project – Lower Portion of Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B

These two project segments have very similar project conditions as summarized below:
 Located within the environmental sensitive habitat
 Work area is governed by the ACOE
 Flow conditions are fairly uniform throughout the day and week
 Flow varies from 4 mgd to 7 mgd
 D/d ratios vary from 30% to 45%
 Limited potential to reduce or minimize flows significantly
 Future sediment deposition of up to 20 feet projected
 Future water conservation pool maintained at 505 elevation
 Flood stage up to elevation 590 projected
 Long runs between access structures, over 1,000 feet
The environmental setting, flow conditions and loading factors indicate that the best apparent
rehabilitation option for these two segments is live-stream slip-lining. The benefits of this option
include minimal environmental impact during construction, elimination of the need for sewage bypass pumping within the environmentally sensitive area behind Prado Dam, no requirement for rightof-way acquisition, minimal long-term operation and maintenance, slight reduction in hydraulic
capacity, suitability for the long distance between MAS reaches, minimization of overall project risk
and cost competitiveness.
The layout of the proposed access pits for Lower Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B are shown in
Appendices A and B, respectively. For Reach IV-A, 14 access pits are proposed, and for Reach IV-B,
10 pits are proposed. Each pit will require a tightly shored excavation (approximately 12 feet wide by
30 feet long) around the existing pipe. The depth of the excavation will extend 3 feet below the
pipeline to allow placement of the fabric-encased crushed rock bedding and new MAS foundation
slab. The depth of excavation will vary from 10 feet to 18 feet. An average of 200 cubic yards of
material will be excavated for each pit. Much of this material will need to be disposed of off-site.
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Dewatering is anticipated for each access pit to lower the groundwater table a minimum of 2 feet
below the bottom of the excavation. The dewatering system will likely involve deep wells surrounding
the exterior of the pit as well as a submersible trash pump inside the shored excavation. As noted in
the draft geotechnical report, see Appendix N, the estimated dewatering rate for each pit is on the
order of 400-500 gpm (note: this rate is consistent with the dewatering program completed in 2008
during the Prado Dam project, which relocated portions of Reach IV-A at MAS 4A-0010 and Reach
IV-B at MAS 4A-0010). Geotechnical borings, to be performed during the final design phase, will
identify existing soil conditions and groundwater levels. Data from these borings will be provided in
the project’s construction documents to establish baseline soil conditions.
It is anticipated that dewatering effluent will be surface-discharged under a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit from the Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB). SAWPA is working with the RWCQB to secure this permit. At a minimum, settling tanks
and sediment filters will be required on the dewatering system to minimize the amount of sediment in
the dewatering effluent. An alternative dewatering plan would discharge the effluent into the SARI
pipeline. Conveyance costs associated with discharge volume make this option more costly than the
surface discharge option.
The work area required for the standard slip-lining process consists of two construction pits (12 foot
by 30 foot), a 12-foot wide access road to each pit, preferably continuous along the pipeline corridor,
and a staging area for materials adjacent to each pit. The access road can be used to stage pipe,
and therefore, should be wide enough to allow vehicles and pipe storage.
The total impact area will be on the order of 3,000 square feet for the pits and an additional 10,000 to
15,000 square feet for adjacent staging areas. Combined, the impact area should not exceed 0.5
acre for each slip-lining set-up. The existing access road along the pipe corridor will be used to the
greatest extent possible to minimize disturbance within the Prado Basin. Additional areas for
equipment and material storage will be required. These areas will be located in upland, previously
disturbed locations as indicated on project layout drawings shown in Appendices A and B.
Prior to slip-lining, the pipe reach must be thoroughly cleaned of debris accumulated within the
pipeline and material that has adhered to the pipe walls. A mandrel matching the diameter of the
intended slip-liner pipe is then pulled through the pipe to ensure the proper internal diameter has
been achieved. All debris removed from the pipeline will be disposed of off-site at an approved
landfill. A bid item will be provided in the contract documents to address the cleaning and disposal
effort. The estimated quantity of debris to be removed has been developed from observation of the
CCTV videos provided by SAWPA. The quantity summary is as follows with the detail estimate
shown in Appendix R:
Estimated Quantity of Debris within the Pipe Reach
Reach IV-A Lower – 323 cubic yards
Reach IV-B – 312 cubic yards
Scheduling and project sequencing will be similar for both pipeline reaches, and the ACOE permit
requirements will dictate if the work will be performed simultaneously or sequentially. Set up of the
initial construction pits is estimated to take 2-3 weeks. This is the critical path for the project, and it is
anticipated that the contractor will furnish multiple access pit crews to reduce the overall project
duration. Pipe cleaning and disposal is a float item within the schedule but should not be completed
too far in advance of the slip-lining work. Once each pit is opened and the slip-liner rig is installed, the
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slip-lining process can proceed. Consideration should also be given to slip-lining in both directions to
minimize the number set-ups of the slip-lining equipment. For slip-liner pipe in the 36” to 42” range
with 20–foot joint sections, it is expected that average production rates of up to 1,000 feet per day
can be achieved. Curved alignment sections with shorter pipe lengths will have considerably lower
production rates. Once the slip-liner pipe is in place, the annular space between the liner and the host
pipe is grouted. MAS construction at the access pit is the remaining item to complete construction.
Access structures for each reach must be designed to withstand the Maximum Probable Flood
condition, which will inundate the Prado Basin to elevation 590. Pressure-tight access covers and
risers will be required. MAS covers will be designed to facilitate CCTV camera and manned access
by using 5-foot diameter outer covers with a 3-foot diameter inner cover.
To complete the quantities shown in Table 1, the preliminary completion schedule for each reach is
as follows:
Table 4 – Construction Schedule Summary for Slip-lining Process
Pipe
Diameter

Length

Average Production Rate¹

Estimated Construction Duration

36” Pipe

15,949
Linear Feet

150 feet per day

25 weeks

42” Pipe

16,555
Linear Feet

150 feet per day

25 weeks

1

Average Production Rate is inclusive of preparatory work, such as construction of access pits, pipe cleaning and debris removal, pipe
installation, grouting, access pit closure and maintenance access structure installation.

Given the constraints of working within the endangered species breeding season (March 15 to
September 25), the rainy season (November to April) and surface water impoundment in the Prado
Basin following the rainy season, it is unlikely that a continuous construction period of 25 weeks (6-7
months) will be feasible. It is more likely that the construction duration will span over two seasons,
and possibly a third, depending on permit conditions from the ACOE. During the first year, the
Contractor should attempt to clear as much of the access road and access pit locations as possible,
as well as perform as much of the slip-lining work in the more upland portions of each reach.
Subsequent construction season(s) will then be able to focus on the slip-lining work. A construction
schedule will be detailed once the permit conditions are identified by the ACOE.

6.2

Recommended Project – Upper Portion of Reach IV-A

The conditions associated with this reach demand a different approach than the previously described
pipe segments. The conditions for this reach can be summarized as follows:
 Located within mostly previously disturbed and developed property
 Flow conditions vary through the week and drop sharply on weekends
 Flow varies from 0.1 mgd to 1 mgd
 D/d ratios vary from 5% to 15%
 Potential to reduce flows significantly or eliminate temporarily
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 No additional future loading on the pipe
 Located within public right-of-way
 Shorter runs between access structures
 Impacts to traffic and businesses must be minimized
The existing flow conditions, smaller diameter pipe, shorter MAS runs, traffic control requirements
and consideration of temporary construction easement requirements indicate that either the CIPP or
spiral wound techniques would be suitable rehabilitations. Slip-lining would be too disruptive to the
surrounding community and the reduction in hydraulic capacity would be significant. The benefits of
the internal lining options include relatively quick installation between MAS set-ups (approximately 2
days per MAS segment), minimal staging area impact, limited traffic control requirements, increased
hydraulic capacity over the existing pipeline, minimal long-term operation and maintenance, low
overall project risk and higher cost effectiveness over other methods.
The evaluation to select either CIPP or the spiral wound process or permit both techniques must
consider the history of proven success of each process, available pool of contractors in the Southern
California area and potential failure modes. CIPP has a strong track record of pipeline rehabilitation
throughout the United States and in other countries; there are a number of firms in southern
California that specialize in this process that will ensure a competitive bid environment for SAWPA.
Given proper installation, the potential failure modes of CIPP are considered to be limited in this
situation because of the development surrounding the alignment and limited lateral connections. The
spiral wound process, on the contrary, is relatively new to the United States and is gaining
acceptance as more projects are completed. However, it lacks a pool of experienced contractors to
perform this work and the number of joint seams within each MAS reach is a cautionary red flag as a
potential failure point in the future. Although the project setting is suitable for spiral wound, the limited
history and limited contractor pool raises sufficient concern to not recommend this process for the
rehabilitation of the upper portion of Reach IV-A.
The MAS locations along the upper portion of Reach IV-A are shown in Appendix C. A total of 66
MAS runs are included in this reach. North of MAS 4A-0620, there is no flow in the system. A total of
14 MAS segments are included in this section with no flow, which will be set up as an optional bid
item and included in the work as project funding permits.
The upper portion of Reach IV-A has received minimal
flow since it was placed into service, typically operating
at 10-20% of capacity. CCTV video inspection shows
the pipeline to be in good condition with some debris
accumulation, but has no evidence of structural
deterioration (see photo at right). Future loading on the
pipeline is not expected to change substantially as the
pipeline is located mostly in public roads and within
previously developed property. The pipeline is,
therefore, a candidate for a partial deterioration (PD)
installation.
Calculations for loading conditions (see Appendix E)
anticipated in the upper portion of Reach IV-A indicate
the liner thickness can be reduced from 0.42” to 0.34”
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by using the PD versus FD criteria. This reduction of nearly 20% would result in an estimated
$500,000 savings over the length of the project.
A pump by-pass system will be required for the CIPP process. This system will pump out of the MAS
immediately from the work area and discharge at the nearest MAS downstream of the work zone.
Depending on flow and the length between access structures, the by-pass may be set up to allow
multiple MAS segments to be completed at one time. Where the pipeline crosses a public road,
SAWPA will be consulted to determine if the flow can be stopped temporarily, typically over a 24-hour
period, to permit the CIPP process to proceed without a by-pass. If this arrangement is not
acceptable for the discharger, a pump-and-truck approach or storage of flow inside the pipe will be
considered around the CIPP work area.
Once the by-pass system is in place, the cleaning process can proceed. As described for the sliplining process, a bid item will be provided to cover the debris removal and disposal off-site. CIPP
installation, for 27” diameter and with MAS lengths between 300 and 500 feet, is expected to proceed
with the felt tube liner delivered to the site with the epoxy resin impregnated at the factory. Each
MAS run will take 12-18 hours to complete and another 24 hours to cure properly before flow is
restored into the pipeline. Under appropriate conditions and short reaches between access
structures, the CIPP process can be installed through multiple access structures. On average, it is
expected that the CIPP installation crew will complete 2,000 feet per week of finished CIPP.
To complete the quantities shown in Table 1, the preliminary completion schedule for each reach is
shown in Table 5. Depending on funding and other project constraints, the schedule below can be
accelerated by adding additional CIPP crews and dividing the project into multiple phases. This reach
will not be impacted by breeding season or rainy season restrictions as described above in Section
6.1. It is anticipated that work can proceed year-round through the upper portion of Reach IV-A.
Table 5 – Construction Schedule Summary for the CIPP Process
Pipe
Diameter

Length

Number of
MAS
segments

Cleaning
and By-pass
Pumping

CIPP
Insertion

Estimated
Construction
Duration

27” Pipe

25,023
Linear
Feet

66

15 weeks

15 weeks

30 weeks

A staging area for storage of equipment and materials will be required for the CIPP process. A
portion of the shooting range parking, near the intersection of Euclid Avenue and Pomona-Rincon
Road, would be an ideal location. It is recommended that SAWPA negotiate a temporary construction
staging area at the location shown in Appendix C.

6.3

Alternative Liner Resins

Both rehabilitation options presented above are confronted with the issue of which resin material to
use for the internal corrosion resistant liner, polyester or vinyl ester. Polyester (PE) resin is the
standard resin material used in CIPP applications across the United States and Hobas pipe uses this
resin as their standard liner material. Vinyl ester (VE) resin is generally recommended in applications
where the pH of the wastewater is very caustic, in the range or 12 or greater. The figure below shows
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the pH level for a variety of commonly used liquids. Recent wastewater samples from the SARI
pipeline indicate the pH level varies from 7.1 to 7.7.
The controversy regarding PE and VE developed through
the Green Book committee which publishes the Standard
Specifications for Public Works Construction (Green Book).
This document is used by many municipalities in the
Southern California area to determine the minimum
acceptable level of material quality and construction
execution for public works projects. The committee has
long held that plastic pipe materials and resins used to
convey wastewater must pass a stringent corrosion
resistance test, commonly referred to as the “Pickle Jar”
test. Only VE equivalent resins will pass this test and
therefore, CIPP liner suppliers, fiberglass pipe and other
vendors must supply projects in Southern California with
VE resin.
There is much debate in the industry whether VE resin is
needed for typical wastewater conveyance projects. The
committee has evaluated vendor testimony over the past
20 years and reviewed American Society for Testing and
pH Values for Common Liquids
Materials (ASTM) test results using PE resin, but, has held
the VE standard for use by the Green Book. VE resin is
typically 10-15% more expensive than PE resin, which is the primary driver for much of the debate.
Based on the current sample results from the SARI pipeline, PE resin is suitable for both the sliplining and CIPP portions of the project. Using PE over VE resin is estimated to save $1,000,000 on
both segments of the project. The decision to use PE should be based on the expected wastewater
quality in the future. If the quality is likely to remain consistent with the current flow, PE resin would be
a viable selection.
It is important, however, not to limit the options in the future and make a short-term choice strictly
based on capital cost savings. There is not a second opportunity to rehabilitate these pipelines and
the future alternative to install a new more corrosion-resistant pipeline to accommodate dischargers
that need a VE resin type liner will be much more costly than the cost savings realized by using PE
resin on this project.
It is recommended that SAWPA evaluate the PE versus VE issue to determine the appropriate
material to meet the short-term and long-term needs of the SARI pipeline system.

6.4

Recommended Project – Pre-Qualification Program

The work defined above is considered to be highly specialized but there is not a separate
Contractor’s license for these two processes that would define the minimum level of competence
required for the work. Given the highly sensitive project setting, accelerated project schedule
requirements and associated impact to all stakeholders and permitting agencies, it is recommended
that the project proceed with a Contractor’s pre-qualification program.
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The program would first publicly solicit statement of qualifications (SOQ) from Contractors interesting
in bidding the project. Using only information provided in the SOQ, a review panel would develop a
short-list of firms that demonstrate the level of competence, satisfactory past performance, financial,
management and insurance requirements deemed necessary for this project. Contractors on the
short-list would then be invited to submit a bid on the project. Bids would not be accepted from any
other Contractor. A separate short-list would be developed for the CIPP and slip-lining processes.
The objective of the program is to ensure Contractors bidding on the project have the requisite
experience to complete the work. The project schedule does not allow for this determination to occur
after the bids have been submitted.
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7.0

Project Cost

7.1

Lower Portion of Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B

Typical costs for slip-lining work in the Southern California region are estimated to be $10 per inch
diameter per linear foot of host pipe, which equates to the following:
 Reach IV-A: 42” Pipe = $420 per linear foot
 Reach IV-B: 36” Pipe = $360 per linear foot
These costs are based on standard access requirements within paved or readily accessible
locations, Green Book specifications and non-prevailing wage rates and include the liner pipe, host
pipe cleaning, grouting and clean-up. Costs for installation of the construction pits (excavation,
shoring, backfill, MAS installation and closure), dewatering and environmental restoration and
mitigation must be added. In addition to base construction costs, sales tax, general contractor
overhead, profit and, at this level of the project, a 10% contingency have been added. An additional
factor that adds to the project cost is the need for shorter pipe segments to traverse tight radius
curves within the existing pipeline. Unburdened pipe material cost for standard 36” diameter 20-foot
long segments is $110 per foot, whereas 6-foot segments are $175 per foot. On the 30” diameter
pipe, the variation is $90 versus $145. See Appendix F for budgetary pipeline unit prices.
On the lower portion of Reach IV-A, it is estimated that 30% of the slip-liner material will need to be
short sections and on Reach IV-B, it is estimated that 25% of the project will need short sections.
The total estimated cost for the slip-lining portion of the project is $18,962,000, which equates to an
average cost per foot of $583. Detailed construction cost estimates are included in Appendix F.

7.2

Upper Portion of Reach IV-A

Costs for large diameter CIPP work using the PD design criteria in the Southern California region are
estimated to be $5 per inch diameter per linear foot of host pipe, which equates to the following:
 Reach IV-A: 27” Pipe = $135 per linear foot
These costs include the CIPP liner installation, host pipe cleaning, lateral cut-ins and clean-up. Costs
for installation and maintenance of the by-pass pumping system, traffic control and environmental
restoration and mitigation must be added.
The cost of the by-pass pumping system is based on the pumping rates, project duration, length of
by-pass between suction and discharge MAS, operation and maintenance. A sample quote was
obtained from Rain for Rent (see Appendix I) for a 2,500 gpm by-pass system. The price quoted
assumed a one month operating period and 8 hours per day of pumping. With consideration to sales
tax, 24-hour operation surcharge, 24-hour supervision, maintenance, relocation costs and CIPP
production rates, the estimated cost for the by-pass pumping for the upper portion of Reach IV-A is
$80,000 per month. This amount may be reduced as further investigations proceed to temporarily
shut-down discharges into the system.
Traffic control costs are based on the conceptual traffic control plans presented to the City of Chino,
which specify full time flaggers for the portion along Pomona-Rincon Road and northbound lane
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closure and detour for work on El Prado Road. Additional traffic control set-ups will be required where
crossing Mountain Avenue, Pine Avenue and Central Avenue.
Soft costs for sales tax, general contractor overhead, profit and contingency have also been added to
the estimated construction cost. The total estimated cost for the CIPP portion of the project is
$5,473,000, which equates to an average cost per foot of $219. Detailed construction cost estimates
are included in Appendix F.
The estimate construction cost summary is shown in Table 6.
Table 6 – Construction Cost Summary
Pipe Reach

Length

Estimated Construction Cost

Reach IV-A
27” Pipe CIPP

25,023 Linear Feet

$5,473,000

Reach IV-B
36” Pipe with
30” Slip-Liner

15,949 Linear Feet

$8,329,000

Reach IV-A
42” Pipe with
36” Slip-Liner

16,555 Linear Feet

$10,633,000

Totals

57,527 Linear Feet

$24,435,000
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8.0

Permit Requirements

The Project will result in temporary impacts to the Santa Ana River within the Prado Dam basin. The
Santa Ana River is tributary to the Pacific Ocean and as such falls under the jurisdictions of the
ACOE, RWQCB, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG). A complete discussion
of the biological impact and mitigation measures is provided in the Certified EIR for the SARI Repairs
Upstream of Prado Dam (Reaches IV-A and IV-B) dated May 2009, Section 5.2.8.

8.1

Army Corps of Engineers

The ACOE regulates discharges of dredged or fill material into Waters of the United States. Waters
of the United States include wetlands and non-wetland bodies of water that meet specific criteria.
The ACOE regulatory jurisdiction pursuant to Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act (CWA) is
founded on a connection, or nexus, between the water body in question and interstate commerce.
The project will not result in any temporary impacts to any ACOE wetland or nonwetland jurisdiction
waters. Permanent impacts to ACOE jurisdictional wetlands will total approximately 0.0014 acre and
permanent impacts to ACOE jurisdictional non-wetlands will total approximately 0.0014 acre. As
such, the project total ACOE impacts will total approximately 0.0028 acre. Impacts to the
jurisdictional waters will be mitigated at a 1:1 to ratio as described in the EIR.

8.2

California Department of Fish & Game

Unlike the ACOE, CDFG regulates not only the discharge of dredged or fill material, but all activities
that alter streams and lakes and their associated habitat. The CDFG, through provisions of the
California Fish and Game Code (Sections 1601-1603), is empowered to issue agreements for any
alteration of a river, stream, or lake where fish or wildlife resources may be adversely affected.
Streams (and rivers) are defined by the presence of a channel bed and banks, and at least an
intermittent flow of water. The CDFG typically extends the limits of their jurisdiction laterally beyond
the channel banks for streams that support riparian vegetation.
The proposed project will temporarily impact approximately 2.6 acres of vegetated and 5.5 acres
non-vegetated CDFG jurisdictional areas along the lower portion of Reach IV-A and 4.6 acres
vegetated and 2.2 acres non-vegetated CDFG jurisdictional areas along Reach IV-B as a result of
the vegetation clearing associated with the temporary access road and construction staging areas
(see Appendix G). The majority of the temporary impacts will be associated with the Live Stream
Slip-lining of Reach IV-B and Lower Reach IV-A. The remaining impacts will be associated with the
CIPP repair option on Upper Reach IV-A. The area impacted within Prado Basin is considered high
quality habitat by the CDFG and is known as breeding locations for a number of listed endangered
species, such as the Least Bells Vireo and Southwestern Willow Flycatcher. Stringent permit
requirements are anticipated for work within this area and a CDFG-approved biologist will be required
on-site during construction. A summary of impact areas is included in Appendix G.

8.3

Regional Water Quality Control Board

The regulatory jurisdiction of the RWQCB is pursuant to Section 401 of the Federal CWA. The
RWQCB typically regulates discharges of dredged or fill material into Waters of the United States,
however they also have regulatory authority over waste discharges into Waters of the State, which
may be isolated, under the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act issued by the State Water
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Resources Control Board. The role of the RWQCB is to ensure that disturbances in the stream
channel do not cause water quality degradation.
The following measures are proposed to ensure water quality impacts are reduced to less than
significant.
Project-proposed Best Management Practices (BMPs) will only be utilized during project construction
and therefore, long-term maintenance requirements will not be necessary. The following construction
BMPs will require a biologist on-site during construction and dewatering activities to ensure impacts
to water quality remain less than significant. If the disturbed areas are less than one acre:
 Applicants shall prepare an erosion control plan.
 Dewatering activities may require a permit from the Regional Water Quality Control Board.
In addition, during construction, riparian vegetation adjacent to dewatering areas shall be monitored
by a permitted biologist for signs of plant stress. Supplemental water shall be added to this vegetation
as needed, and in areas where dewatering is necessary, a permitted biologist shall be retained to
monitor the site for sensitive species.

8.4

Caltrans

The segment of the upper portion of Reach IV-A between MAS 4A-0180 and 4A0-0190 crosses
Euclid Avenue, which is designated as State Route 83 and falls under Caltrans jurisdiction. An
encroachment permit is required for work in accordance with the Caltrans Encroachment Permit
Manual. On behalf of SAWPA, RBF has submitted the standard encroachment permit application to
the Caltrans District 8 office and has received the approved permit. The signed encroachment permit
is included as Appendix K.
The approved permit, along with associated conditions of the permit and fees will be included in the
bid documents for the project. The selected contractor for the rehabilitation work will be required to
obtain the permit to perform work within the Caltrans right-of-way directly from Caltrans, and pay all
inspection and permit fees.

8.5

Geotechnical Permit

In support of the final design, it is recommended that soil borings be performed along the lower
portion of Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B. The borings, along with the follow-on laboratory analysis, will
determine existing soil conditions and groundwater levels that will be encountered during the sliplining process. Access along these two pipeline alignments must be secured from the ACOE via a
letter of permission (LOP). An anticipated condition of the LOP is the soils work must be completed
outside of the breeding season, which ends on September 25.
SAWPA will prepare and submit the LOP based on the recommended soil boring locations shown in
Appendix D. All supporting data for the project description and environmental constraints can be
obtained from the ACOE 404 permit application.
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9.0

Project Funding

SAWPA has applied for project funding through the State of California’s Clean Water State Revolving
Fund (SRF) Program. If the application is successful, then specific contracting requirements will be
required as part of the project’s contract documents. For example, the project will fall under the
State’s prevailing wage and labor code provisions, work force diversity and disadvantaged business
participation goals. Currently, the State requires female participation of 6.9% on construction
contracts and 19% for minorities for projects within Riverside and San Bernardino Counties.
Employment and subcontractor advertising is required by potential Contractors during the bid period
to demonstrate “good faith” efforts to achieve the stated participation goals.
Additional reporting and accounting practices will be required by the construction contractor to
comply with the SRF program. SAWPA’s construction management representative will also be
required to review the contractor’s documents prior to submittal to the State. Failure to follow the SRF
program guidelines may delay funding for the project and may trigger a lengthy audit/investigation of
the project’s contractual and financial procedures.
The table of contents for the SRF contract boilerplate is included herein as Appendix L. The entire
boilerplate will be provided with the contract documents.
SAWPA has also sought funding through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA),
commonly referred to as “Stimulus” funds. This is a federal program and accordingly, federal
contracting requirements will be required.
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Appendix A
Preliminary Design – Reach IV-A Lower
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Construction Cost Estimate - Preliminary
Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority
Repairs to Unlined Concrete Pipe, Reach IV-A and IV-B
Summary

Est. Date: September 16, 2009
Job No: 25-103871

Section

Est. By:
Chk'd By:

Description
Reach IV-A Lower and Reach IV-B
Reach IV-A Upper

Subtotal - Direct Costs
8.75% Sales Tax

6% Prime Contractor's Home Office
Subtotal
8% Prime Contractor's Profit
Subtotal
10% Contingency
Total

RBF Consulting

Material
Cost
$8,818,675
$1,751,610

Equip
$4,456,950
$1,551,150

Labor
Cost
$1,010,790
$890,230

Total
$14,286,415
$4,192,990

$10,570,285

$6,008,100

$1,901,020

$18,479,405

$924,900

Subtotal

1 of 4

J. Bowdan
J. Harris

$924,900

$11,495,185

$6,008,100

$1,901,020

$19,404,305

$689,711

$360,486

$114,061

$1,164,258

$12,184,896

$6,368,586

$2,015,081

$20,568,563

$974,792

$509,487

$161,206

$1,645,485

$13,159,688

$6,878,073

$2,176,288

$22,214,048

$1,315,969

$687,807

$217,629

$2,221,405

$14,475,656

$7,565,880

$2,393,916

$24,435,453

Appendix_F_PDR_final_cost.xls

Construction Cost Estimate - Preliminary
Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority
Repairs to Unlined Concrete Pipe, Reach IV-A and IV-B
Summary - CIPP
Reach IV-A Upper

Est. Date: September 16, 2009
Job No: 25-103871

Section

Est. By:
Chk'd By:

Material
Cost

Description

15065 Cured-in-Place Pipe

Subtotal - Direct Costs
8.75% Sales Tax

Labor
Cost

6% Prime Contractor's Home Office
Subtotal
8% Prime Contractor's Profit
Subtotal
10% Contingency
Total
Total Cost Per Foot

Total

$1,751,610

$1,551,150

$890,230

$4,192,990

$1,751,610

$1,551,150

$890,230

$4,192,990

$153,266

Subtotal

RBF Consulting

Equip

J. Bowdan
J. Harris

$153,266

$1,904,876

$1,551,150

$890,230

$4,346,256

$114,293

$93,069

$53,414

$260,775

$2,019,168

$1,644,219

$943,644

$4,607,031

$161,533

$131,538

$75,492

$368,562

$2,180,702

$1,775,757

$1,019,135

$4,975,594

$218,070

$177,576

$101,914

$497,559

$2,398,772

$1,953,332

$1,121,049

$5,473,153
$218.72

2 of 4
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Construction Cost Estimate - Preliminary
Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority
Repairs to Unlined Concrete Pipe, Reach IV-A and IV-B
Summary - Slip-Lining
Reaches IV-A Lower and Reach IV-B
Est. Date: September 16, 2009
Job No: 25-103871

Section

Est. By:
Chk'd By:

Material
Cost

Description

02223 Trenching, Excav, Backfill & Compaction
03300 Cast-in-Place Concrete
15064 Slip-Liner Pipe

Subtotal - Direct Costs
8.75% Sales Tax

Labor
Cost

6% Prime Contractor's Home Office
Subtotal
8% Prime Contractor's Profit
Subtotal
10% Contingency
Total
Total Cost Per Foot

Total

$2,236,250
$840,000
$5,742,425

$1,571,750
$960,000
$1,925,200

$415,750
$120,000
$475,040

$4,223,750
$1,920,000
$8,142,665

$8,818,675

$4,456,950

$1,010,790

$14,286,415

$771,634

Subtotal

RBF Consulting

Equip

J. Bowdan
J. Harris

$771,634

$9,590,309

$4,456,950

$1,010,790

$15,058,049

$575,419

$267,417

$60,647

$903,483

$10,165,728

$4,724,367

$1,071,437

$15,961,532

$813,258

$377,949

$85,715

$1,276,923

$10,978,986

$5,102,316

$1,157,152

$17,238,455

$1,097,899

$510,232

$115,715

$1,723,845

$12,076,884

$5,612,548

$1,272,868

$18,962,300
$583.38

3 of 4
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Construction Cost Estimate - Preliminary
Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority
Repairs to Unlined Concrete Pipe, Reach IV-A and IV-B
Est. Date:
Job No:

September 16, 2009
25-103871

Section

Est. By:
Chk'd By:

Description

Qty.

Units

Mat.
Cost

J. Bowdan
J. Harris

Labor
Cost

Submittal Status:

Equip.
Cost

Total
Insll'd
Cost

Total Mat.
Total
Cost
Labor Cost Total Equip. Cost

Preliminary

Total Cost

Lower Portion of Reach IV-A and IV-B
2223 Trenching, Excav, Backfill & Compaction
Access Pit Excavation
Trench Bedding
Pit Shoring
Dewatering System
Backfill and Compact
Clear Access Road
Misc. Access Road Requirements

4,800
750
24
24
700
35,000
1

CY
CY
EA
EA
CY
SY
LS

$40.00
$10.00
$50.00
$0
$5.00
$1.00
$41.00
$26,250
$5,000.00 $5,000.00 $30,000.00
$480,000
$40,000.00 $5,000.00 $115,000.00 $1,680,000
$30.00
$10.00
$40.00
$0
$0.00
$5.00
$2.00
$7.00
$0
$50,000.00 $100,000.00 $50,000.00 $200,000.00
$50,000

Total - 02223
3300 Cast-in-Place Concrete
Concrete Structures

24
0

EA
EA

$192,000
$3,750
$120,000
$960,000
$21,000
$175,000
$100,000

$48,000
$750
$120,000
$120,000
$7,000
$70,000
$50,000

$240,000
$30,750
$720,000
$2,760,000
$28,000
$245,000
$200,000

$2,236,250 $1,571,750

$415,750

$4,223,750

$35.00
$20,000.00
$70,000.00

$35,000.00

$40,000.00

$5,000.00

$840,000
$0

$960,000
$0

$120,000
$0

$1,920,000
$0

$840,000

$960,000

$120,000

$1,920,000

$125.00
$50.00
$10.00
$185.00 $1,493,625
$180.00
$50.00
$10.00
$240.00
$720,000
$160.00
$50.00
$10.00
$220.00 $1,688,800
$240.00
$50.00
$10.00
$300.00 $1,440,000
$175.00
$100.00
$50.00
$325.00
$350,000
$50,000.00 $100,000.00 $50,000.00 $200,000.00
$50,000

$597,450
$200,000
$527,750
$300,000
$200,000
$100,000

$119,490
$40,000
$105,550
$60,000
$100,000
$50,000

$2,210,565
$960,000
$2,322,100
$1,800,000
$650,000
$200,000

Total - 15064

$5,742,425 $1,925,200

$475,040

$8,142,665

SubTotal - Lower Portion of Reach IV-A and IV-B

$8,818,675 $4,456,950

$1,010,790

$14,286,415

$130.00 $1,751,610 $1,251,150
$80,000.00
$0
$0
$50,000.00
$0 $300,000

$250,230
$640,000
$0

$3,252,990
$640,000
$300,000

Total - 15065

$1,751,610 $1,551,150

$890,230

$4,192,990

SubTotal - Upper Portion of Reach IV-A

$1,751,610 $1,551,150

$890,230

$4,192,990

Total - 03300
15064 Slip-lining Pipe
30" Pipe - 20 foot sections
30" Pipe - 6 foot sections
36" Pipe - 20 foot sections
36" Pipe - 6 foot sections
Annular Grout
Site Mitigation

11,949
4,000
10,555
6,000
2,000
1

LF
LF
LF
LF
CY
LS

$80,000.00

Upper Portion of Reach IV-A
15065 Cured-in-Place Pipe
27" CIPP
Pump By-pass System
Traffic Control

RBF Consulting

25,023
8
6

LF
Month
Month

$70.00
$0.00
$0.00

4 of 4

$50.00
$10.00
$0.00 $80,000.00
$50,000.00
$0.00
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SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT AUTHORITY
REPAIRS TO UNLINED RCP, REACHES IV-A AND IV-B

IMPACT AREA SUMMARY TABLE
LOWER REACH IV-A
Cleared Area
(SF)

Percentage of
Vegetated Area

Impact Area
Vegetated
(SF)

Percentage of
Non-Vegetated
Area

Impact Area
Non-Vegetated
(SF)

Comments

100

10,000

50.00%

5,000

50.00%

5,000

MAS 4A-0010

150

100

15,000

50.00%

7,500

50.00%

7,500

MAS 4A-0030

Termination

150

80

12,000

50.00%

6,000

50.00%

6,000

4

Insertion/Termination

150

80

12,000

50.00%

6,000

50.00%

6,000

MAS 4A-0050

5

Insertion

150

80

12,000

100.00%

12,000

0.00%

0

MAS 4A-0060

6

Termination

100

80

8,000

100.00%

8,000

0.00%

0

MAS 4A-0070

7

Insertion

200

80

16,000

100.00%

16,000

0.00%

0

MAS 4A-0080

8

Termination

100

80

8,000

100.00%

8,000

0.00%

0

MAS 4A-0100

9

Insertion

150

150

22,500

0.00%

0

100.00%

22,500

MAS 4A-0120

10

Insertion/Termination

150

100

15,000

0.00%

0

100.00%

15,000

11

Termination

150

80

12,000

25.00%

3,000

75.00%

9,000

12

Insertion/Termination

150

80

12,000

25.00%

3,000

75.00%

9,000

MAS 4A-0010

13

Insertion

150

80

12,000

50.00%

6,000

50.00%

6,000

MAS 4A-0160

14

Termination

150

150

22,500

0.00%

0

100.00%

22,500

MAS 4D-0010

16,500

10

165,000

20.00%

33,000

80.00%

132,000

Access Pit
Location No.

Type of Access Pit

1

Termination

100

2

Insertion

3

Access
Road

Dimensions of Cleared Area

Totals (SF)
Totals
(Acres)

Appendix_G_Impact area calc.xls
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113,500

240,500

2.6

5.5
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SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT AUTHORITY
REPAIRS TO UNLINED RCP, REACHES IV-A AND IV-B

IMPACT AREA SUMMARY TABLE
REACH IV-B
Cleared Area
(SF)

Percentage of
Vegetated Area

Impact Area
Vegetated
(SF)

Percentage of
Non-Vegetated
Area

Impact Area
Non-Vegetated
(SF)

Comments

100

10,000

100.00%

10,000

0.00%

0

MAS 4B-0010

200

80

16,000

50.00%

8,000

50.00%

8,000

MAS 4B-0030

Insertion

150

150

22,500

100.00%

22,500

0.00%

0

MAS 4B-0040

4

Insertion

150

150

22,500

100.00%

22,500

0.00%

0

MAS 4B-0060

5

Insertion

150

150

22,500

100.00%

22,500

0.00%

0

MAS 4B-0080

6

Insertion

150

100

15,000

100.00%

15,000

0.00%

0

MAS 4B-0100

7

Insertion

200

80

16,000

100.00%

16,000

0.00%

0

122+50

8

Insertion

150

150

22,500

100.00%

22,500

0.00%

0

128+00

9

Insertion

200

40

8,000

0.00%

0

100.00%

8,000

MAS 4B-0140

10

Insertion

100

100

10,000

0.00%

0

100.00%

10,000

MAS 4B-0150

29,040

Wetland impacts
end at MAS 4B0120

Access Pit
Location No.

Type of Access Pit

1

Termination

100

2

Insertion

3

Access
Road

Dimensions of Cleared Area

13,200

10

132,000

78.00%

Totals (SF)
Totals
(Acres)

Appendix_G_Impact area calc.xls
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102,960

22.00%

241,960

55,040

5.6

1.3
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By-Pass System Quote
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Disclaimer

This document presents a state‐of‐the‐art guideline for the use and handling of styrene based resins in the CIPP
pipeline rehabilitation industry. Following these guidelines does not guarantee that environmental damage,
property damage, personal injury, or other damage or injury will not occur at, on, or near a CIPP installation site.
CIPP projects and the associated risks vary tremendously and must be evaluated on a case‐by‐case basis. Some
project circumstances may pose environmental risks completely unassociated with styrene. In addition, down‐
stream sewers and receiving waters are variable, not only from place to place but also from time to time, and
the discharge of cure water and condensates must be thoroughly evaluated for each installation. This document
is not intended as a substitute for professional advice pertaining to the use and handling of styrene based resins,
and it is recommended that a professional be consulted for such purposes. NASSCO makes no warranty of any
kind whatsoever, whether express or implied, with respect to the guidelines set forth in this document. NASSCO
disclaims any and all liability, including but not limited to property damage, personal injury, or any other manner
of damage or injury arising out of the use of this document or the use and handling of styrene based resins in
the CIPP pipeline rehabilitation industry.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Styrenated resin systems as they are currently used today in cured in place pipe (CIPP) rehabilitation systems
produce a safe and environmentally sound solution to the challenges of the need for restoring the nation’s fail‐
ing infrastructure. While current thought by U.S. academics assessing the overall use of styrene is leaning to‐
ward the conclusion that one might “reasonably anticipate styrene to be carcinogenic”, a study carried out by
the ECETOC (European Centre for Econtoxicology and Toxicology of Chemicals) concluded that “the carcinogenic
potential of styrene, if one exists at all, is rated so low that occupational or environmental exposure to styrene is
unlikely to present any carcinogenic hazard to man.” The risk associated with styrene’s use in CIPP is minimal
and well within the Clean Water Acts’ original intent of keeping the environment as free as is practical of chemi‐
cal pollutants. CIPP installation sites managed with good housekeeping will present little opportunity for human
health risks and/or environmental risks.
Although styrene occurs naturally in many foods such as cinnamon, coffee, and strawberries, styrene derived
from petroleum and natural gas by‐products have raised many questions about whether its usage in polyester
and vinyl ester resin systems commonly used in CIPP to rehabilitate piping systems has the potential to adverse‐
ly affect human health and/or the environment. While the CIPP process is a potential source of styrene, studies
done to date have concluded that these type resin systems do not appear to be a significant source of styrene or
any of the other volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that are typically of concern in occupational or air quality
studies.
In a study undertaken by the Toronto Works and Emergency Services in 2001, AirZOne, Inc. conducted an inves‐
tigation of the airborne concentrations of styrene and 24 other VOCs in eight randomly selected residences dur‐
ing the rehabilitation of sewers with CIPP installation. The study also measured ambient air quality, emissions
from manholes and occupational exposure from these compounds. Air sampling was executed in three phases,
before, during, and after the CIPP’s installation. Styrene levels were elevated significantly during the CIPP instal‐
lation in just two homes where the homes’ traps were engineered to be dry in order to simulate a worst case
scenario; the levels, although elevated, proved not to be a health concern. Levels measured in these eight
homes were 0.1 to 0.2ppm. Styrene emissions from manholes during the CIPP process ranged from 0.16ppm to
3.2ppm. Personal exposure of the installation personnel in the breathing zone ranged from 0.08 to 0.5ppm. Sty‐
rene in the breathing zone was well below the industry’s voluntary occupational limit of 50ppm for the installa‐
tion personnel.
Independent, peer reviewed scientific journals have published numerous studies on the fate of styrene and its
natural occurrence in the environment. “Biodegradation of Styrene in Samples of Natural Environments” by Min
Hong Fu and Martin Alexander of Cornell University, concluded that styrene will be rapidly destroyed by biode‐
gradation in most environments having oxygen; although the rates may be slow at low concentrations in lake
waters and in environments at low pH. “Desorption and Biodegradation of Sorbed Styrene in Soil and Aquifer
Solids” by Min Hong Fu, Hilary Mayton, and Martin Alexander of Cornell University, concluded that being broken
down by microbes is a major fate mechanism by which styrene is destroyed in soils. The “Ecotoxicity Hazard
Assessment of Styrene” by J.R. Cushman concluded that styrene was shown to be moderately toxic to fathead
minnows, daphnids, and amphipods. It was further shown to be highly toxic to green algae, and slightly toxic to
earthworms. There was no indication of a concern for chronic toxicity based on these studies. Styrene’s poten‐
tial impact on aquatic and soil environments, it was concluded, is significantly mitigated by the rapid rate at
which it evaporates and biodegrades in the environment. And finally, Martin Alexander, in his “The Environmen‐
tal Fate of Styrene”, concluded that transport of styrene in nature is “very limited” because of its volatility from
soils and surface waters, its rapid destruction in air, and its biodegradation in soils and surface and ground wa‐
ters.
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Because the styrene odor can be detected at such low concentrations (0.4 to 0.75ppm, depending on one’s abili‐
ty to detect odors), styrene’s odor can be considered a nuisance to those not used to working around it. Some
people are offended by this odor and are fearful of it; even though the concentrations they smell present no
harm to them. To minimize odor problems during the installation of CIPP, residents should be advised to ensure
that their sewer traps are in a proper state of repair. In cases of damaged, dry, or non‐existent traps, the areas
or rooms where floor drains or access to traps are located should be ventilated, if possible, by leaving doors or
windows open to the outside during the CIPP installation process.
The CIPP installation contractor should practice good housekeeping and protect the project site such that any
accidental resin spillage can be cleaned up and properly disposed of by the contractor. Given the nature of these
resin systems to resist movement once placed in the tube’s fiber matrix only very small quantities should be an‐
ticipated; excepting in the case of over‐the‐hole saturation installations.
The impact of styrene concentrations in the process water when discharged directly into a sewer collection sys‐
tem is insignificant. An eight inch pipeline 650 linear feet in length will discharge approximately 1700 gallons of
water to the receiving sewer. At a typical concentration of 20ppm, the resultant discharge would be less than
0.3 pounds of styrene. A 48‐inch pipeline 650 linear feet in length will discharge approximately 61,300 gallons of
water to the collection system; which, again, amounts to approximately 10.2 pounds of styrene at a concentra‐
tion level of 20ppm. With the assimilative capabilities of the downstream flows, no harm is thus anticipated to
the wastewater treatment works and/or the POTW’s discharge requirements.
Based upon the above given discharge quantities of typical CIPP installations, a CIPP installation contractor dis‐
charging these same quantities of process water to a ditch or other waterway is expected to meet the require‐
ments of the EPA’s small quantity generator exemption. In fact, due to the nomadic nature of the installer’s dis‐
charges, a case could be made that the discharges fall under the category of non‐point source contributions.
However, the installation contractor is still advised to consider the negative impacts of the temperature of the
water at discharge if the receiving drainage conveyance contains aquatic organisms that can be harmed by the
possible sudden drop in available oxygen due to the large temperature difference between the process water
and the receiving water body’s temperature.
Any time an environmental release of a hazardous substance exceeds its reportable quantity as defined in 40
CFR Part 302, the contractor shall report this release immediately to the National Response Center (NRC). The
reportable quantity for styrene per 40 CFR § 302.4 is 1000 pounds (or 2500 pounds of resin). Quantities below
this amount are to be handled by the contractor in an expeditious manner; but do not require reporting.
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INTRODUCTION
Styrene is the ideal monomer used for cross‐linking polyester and vinyl ester resins. Although alternative mo‐
nomers have been extensively investigated, none of those monomers have matched the overall performance of
styrene. Over the last 30 years the increasing awareness of the need to limit the effects of styrene exposure
have lead the polyester resin processing industry to pursue strategies to reduce exposure in the manufacturing
and processing plant environment. Most, if not close to all, of the studies undertaken to date have centered on
these producers and users environments which are dramatically different than the work environment of the
CIPP installation contractor. Given the desire to address the rehabilitation industry’s need for standards in the
proper safe use and handling of styrenated resins for CIPP, NASSCO created a styrene task force to review the
technical information available from these studies and current CIPP installation practices to produce this CIPP
specific guideline. In addition to this guideline, NASSCO has prepared an Inspector Training Course to properly
equip the owner and the project engineer with the necessary knowledge to ensure that a proper installation is
achieved which will minimize the potential for release of styrene to the environment.
Polyester and vinyl ester resin systems have been used for more than 35 years in CIPP. During this timeframe
there have been no noted serious consequences to their usage in CIPP. However, as no definitive document for
these resin systems as used in this specific application existed, the unknown has given rise to speculation as to
their safety with respect to the work force involved, the general public when the odors enter the structures
connected to the piping under rehabilitation, and to the greater downstream environment from where the work
is taking place.
Styrene is a common chemical compound found where we live and work. Indoor sources of styrene emissions
include off‐gassing of building materials and consumer products and tobacco smoke. Styrene is emitted from
glued carpet, floor waxes and polishes, paints, adhesives, putty, etc.; and infiltration of gasoline‐related VOCs
from attached garages is well documented.
Styrene, with its low vapor pressure, is expected to exist solely as a vapor in the ambient atmosphere (Hazard‐
ous Substances Data Bank 2008). In its vapor phase it is expected to react rapidly with hydroxyl radicals and with
ozone. Half‐lives based on these reactions have been estimated to range from 0.5 to 17.0 hours (Luderer et al.
2005). Atmospheric washout (the removal from the atmosphere of gases and sometimes particles by their solu‐
tion in or attachment to raindrops as they fall) is not expected to be an important process because of these rap‐
id reaction rates and styrene’s relatively high Henry’s law constant (the extent to which a gas dissolves into a
liquid is proportional to its vapor pressure). Outdoor air monitoring by the EPA for 259 monitoring sites involving
some 8,072 observations in 2007 showed that the mean concentrations for these sites ranged from 0.028 to
5.74 ppb. The primary sources of styrene in outdoor air include emissions from industrial processes involving
styrene and its polymers and copolymers, vehicle emissions, and other combustion processes.
Volatilization and biodegradation are expected to be the major fate and transformation processes in water.
Again, based on its Henry’s law constant, styrene is expected to volatilize rapidly from environmental waters;
the extent of volatilization depends on the water depth and turbulence with low volatilization occurring in stag‐
nant, deep water. The estimated volatilization half‐life of styrene in a river three feet deep with a current of
three feet per second and wind velocity of 9.5 feet per second is roughly three hours. Half‐lives have been esti‐
mated from one hour for a shallow body of water to 13 days in a lake. Some biological oxygen demand studies
have shown styrene to be biodegradable. Cohen et al. 2002 found that styrene generally does not persist in wa‐
ter because of it biodegradability and volatility.
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MATERIAL FACTS

Styrene Monomer
Property

Value

Auto‐ignition Temperature (in air)

914⁰F

Boiling Point:
14.7 psi
1.9 psi
0.6 psi

293⁰F
180⁰F
130⁰F

Color

Colorless

Corrosivity
Density (in air):

Non‐corrosive to metals except copper and alloys of copper
32⁰F
68⁰F
122⁰F

7.71 lbs/US Gallon
7.55 lbs/US Gallon
7.33 lbs/US Gallon

Solubility: Styrene in Water
32⁰F
104⁰F
176⁰F

0.018 gms/100 gmsH20
0.040 gms/100 gmsH20
0.062 gms/100 gmsH20

Solubility: Water in Styrene
32⁰F
104⁰F
176⁰F

0.020 gms/100 gms styrene
0.100 gms/100 gms styrene
0.180 gms/100 gms styrene

Vol. Shrinkage upon Polymerization, typ.

17%

RECEIVING AND STORING CIPP RESINS AND INITIATION CHEMICALS
Resins should be received and stored in controlled conditions. Today’s state of the art facilities for tube satura‐
tion (wet out) consist of temperature controlled storage tanks mounted outside in a spill prevention area with
interconnecting piping to the static mixing (and resin system disbursement) unit inside the saturation shop. This
minimizes the typical styrene concentration in the work area to less than 0.5ppm, well below the industry’s vo‐
luntary standard of 50ppm (for an 8‐hour work period). The remainder of the facilities in use varies from work‐
ing with resin stored in totes to resin stored in drums; and catalyzed by combining the initiators, typically Perka‐
dox and Trigonox, with the resin directly in the drums or in a vat (batch mixing) using a mixing blade. These lat‐
ter methodologies can, without proper ventilation create styrene concentrations around 2‐3ppm in the work
area. A well ventilated work area is recommended if mixing is to be done in this fashion.
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Based on studies to date, worker exposure to concentrations between 20 and 50ppm have been shown to pro‐
duce no negative health effects. At concentrations above 50ppm, reversible effects on the central nervous sys‐
tem have been observed. With increasing exposure levels, e.g. levels of 200ppm, a distinct irritation of mucous
membranes can result. Such effects are reversible and similar in character to exposure to solvents without ade‐
quate ventilation or after excessive intake of alcohol. According to a study carried out by the ECETOC (European
Centre for Econtoxicology and Toxicology of Chemicals), the carcinogenic potential of styrene, if one exists at all,
is rated so low that occupational or environmental exposure to styrene is unlikely to present any carcinogenic
hazard to man.
Drums and Totes
Drums and totes of resin should not be allowed to stand in the sun for more than a few hours. As soon as possi‐
ble after being received, drums and totes should be moved to a cool, shaded area. In hot weather they can be
cooled with a water spray. It is advisable that inventories utilizing these two storage methods be kept to a mini‐
mum during summer months and that the resin be stored no longer than is necessary. Having the resin manu‐
facturer acknowledge your usage rates and tailoring any additional inhibitor needs to compensate for the sto‐
rage environment is strongly recommended.
Inhibitors are customarily added to resin systems to prevent polymer formation and oxidative degradation dur‐
ing shipment and storage. Inhibitors prevent polymerization in two ways; (1) they can react with and deactivate
the free radicals in a growing polymer chain and (2) they can act as an antioxidant and prevent polymerization
by reacting with oxidation products in the styrene monomer. Sufficient oxygen must be present for this inhibi‐
tion to be realized. In the absence of oxygen, polymerization will take place as if no inhibitor were present. The
rate of the inhibitor’s depletion is dependent on the set of environmental conditions seen in the storage envi‐
ronment. Heat, water, and air can greatly accelerate the depletion of the inhibitor; with heat being the most
influential. The table below illustrates the effects of temperature and oxygen levels on the storage time of sty‐
renated resin systems.

Temperature
60⁰F
85⁰F
110⁰F

12ppm Inhibitor
Saturated w/ Air
Less than 3ppm O2
6 months
10 to 15 days
3 months
4 to 5 days
8 to 12 days
Less than 24 hours

50ppm Inhibitor
Saturated w/ Air
1 year
6 months
Less than 30 days

The safe storage and use of resins in non‐bulk packaging is described in the National Fire Protection Associa‐
tion’s (NFPA) code 30, chapter 4. Although each state can enforce other fire codes, such as the UFC and BOCA,
the NFPA codes serve as a good initial planning document. It is strongly recommended that contractors engaged
in their own saturating their tubes consult this book if they intend to store resins in non‐bulk packaging.
Bulk Storage Tanks
In designing bulk storage facilities, certain basic factors must be considered. Resins containing the styrene mo‐
nomer can be stored for relatively long periods of time if simple, but carefully prescribed conditions are met. In
addition to the usual precautions taken with flammable liquids against fire and explosion hazards, precautions
must also be taken against conditions that would promote the formation of polymer and oxidation products. To
accomplish this, the design and construction of a satisfactory bulk storage system for styrenated resin systems
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requires careful consideration to eliminate excessive temperatures and to prevent contamination of the resin
from infrequently used lines and other equipment.
Vertical storage tanks are commonly used for large volume storage. Horizontal storage tanks are equally satis‐
factory for resin storage; but are used for smaller volumes such as are typical of CIPP saturation facilities. The
inlet and outlet piping is normally located near the bottom. To facilitate mixing where external refrigeration or
heating are employed, it is recommended that either the inlet or outlet line operate through a floating swing‐
pipe adjusted so that the resin is always either withdrawn or discharged a few inches below the surface. Warm
resin is withdrawn from the top, circulated through the chiller, and discharged to the bottom of the tank; cooling
the tank from the bottom up.
A self‐supporting‐type dome roof is recommended for vertical storage tanks. This type of construction simplifies
the installation of tank linings and permits the rapid drainage of uninhibited condensed vapors back into the liq‐
uid resin, thus reducing the polymer and stalactite problem. Roof and sidewall openings above the normal liquid
levels in the tank should be of large diameter and the number kept to as few as practical. Large diameter open‐
ings are easily lined and can also be used for dual service features.
Insulation and temperature control equipment are key elements of a well done bulk storage system. The resin
should be kept around 65⁰F (between 60⁰F and 75⁰F is acceptable) to facilitate the saturation process and allow
for proper maintenance of the calibration of the resin mixing system.
The working capacity of the storage tanks should be, within reason, based upon the installer’s resin usage. A
general rule of thumb is that a bulk tank system should be of a size to allow for the turning of the resin inventory
every 45 days. Given that a full truckload shipment is approximately 4,500 gallons, a typical system would have a
minimum storage volume of 5,500 to 6,000 gallons to ensure that the system does not completely empty prior
to receiving another resin shipment.
Requirements of diking, tank spacing, and other features of safety are detailed in guidelines set by the National
Fire protection Association (see NFPA 30, Chapter 2). These, as well as local building codes and governmental
regulations, should be consulted since some requirements vary with the size and configuration of the installa‐
tion.
Organic Peroxides
All peroxides are heat sensitive to some degree and require a controlled temperature for storage. Storage tem‐
peratures should be kept at, or below, 59⁰F for longer shelf life and stability. Prolonged storage at temperatures
greater than 68⁰F is not recommended. Perkadox 16 will degrade if stored at elevated temperatures leading to
gassing and potential container rupture which can result in a fire and/or explosion. Prolonged storage of Trigo‐
nox above 80⁰F is not recommended. All storage should be done in the peroxides’ original containers away from
flammables and all sources of heat, sparks, or flames; out of direct sunlight; and away from cobalt naphthenate,
other promoters, accelerators, oxidizing or reducing agents, and strong acids or bases.
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HANDLING CIPP RESINS AND INITIATION CHEMICALS
Styrene based polyester resins are sensitive to contact with both heavy metals and red metals. Interaction with
these metals is not predictable as in some cases they will inhibit the cure; and in others they will accelerate it.
Common metals to avoid are; copper, brass, beryllium, chromium, lead and galvanized metal. The recommend‐
ed metals or plastics to be used for storage and piping are carbon steel, stainless steel, aluminum, polyethylene,
polypropylene, and Teflon. Resin transfer hoses must be chemically resistant and approved for use with styrene.

TRANSPORTATION OF RESIN‐SATURATED TUBES
Per previous correspondence with the Federal Highway Transportation Agency, the resin‐saturated tube is con‐
sidered an acceptable “container” for shipment to the project site from the saturation shop. Currently, each
tube is to be identified on its end with a class 9 placard
and a description of its contents as shown in the figure to
the right. If any one tube being transported in the truck
exceeds 1000 pounds of styrene (approximately 2500
pounds of resin), then the truck itself must be placarded
with the class 9 placard bearing the UN 3077 designation.
The transporting truck should be equipped with provisions
to keep the saturated tubes out of direct sunlight and at
or below 40⁰F. The floor should be insulated well enough
to keep any heat from the roadway generating heat in the
stored liners.
Depending upon the number of tubes being shipped
and/or the residence time in the truck, styrene concentra‐
tion levels in the air space of the storage box can reach
approximately 90ppm. While this level can be irritating to
the eyes, it will not produce any harm to the workers
(NIOSH allowable concentration for work areas is 215ppm
STEL, or short term exposure limit) and dissipates quite
rapidly once the doors are opened.
CIPP INSTALLATION PRACTICES
All CIPP resin systems require that good housekeeping be practiced by the installation team on the project site.
Provisions must be made by the contractor in advance for containing any accidental spillage of the resin on the
work area. Further, if more than 2500 pounds of resin (1000 pounds of styrene) is spilled, the spill must be re‐
ported to the appropriate local pollution control authorities. Spills less than this “reportable quantity” are to be
handled in a responsible manner by the contractor. Absorption with an inert material and placing in an appro‐
priate waste disposal container is the industry standard for handling small spills on the ground. Some absorbing
agents, such as untreated clays and micas, will cause an exothermic reaction which might ignite the styrene mo‐
nomer. For this reason, absorbing agents should always be tested for their effect on the polymerization of the
monomer before they are used on larger spills. Claymax®, a loose “vermiculite‐like” material has been found to
be an effective absorbent. Oil dry, kitty litter and sand will also work well. If the spill occurs on a hard surface,
the area should be scrubbed with soap and water after the bulk of the spill has been cleaned up by the absor‐
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bent material. If the spill gets into a waterway, the spill must be contained using a floating dike similar to those
used for oil spills. The resin can then be picked up by vacuuming the resin into a vacuum truck and subsequently
placed in an appropriate waste disposal container.
Water inversions require that consideration be given to the temperature of the process water and any styrene
content it may have after the CIPP installation has been completed. Depending on the volume of water used in
the processing and the receiving environment (sanitary sewer, drainage ditch, waterway, etc), the water may
require transportation and/or treatment prior to its final disposition. As stated in the introduction of this guide‐
line, styrene readily dissipates through volatilization and degradation. In order to ensure that the cured liner
remains tight fitting and dimensionally stable with the release of the cure water, the standard in the industry is
to require that the cool down be continued until the temperature of the liner (and the surrounding ground) is no
more than 100⁰F. During the cool down process a small hole is made in the downstream end to release hot wa‐
ter as cold water is introduced at the boiler truck to facilitate this effort. Process water once the liner tempera‐
ture reads 100⁰F will probably have a temperature around 90⁰F or less which has been observed to have a sty‐
rene concentration in the range of 20 to 25ppm. The releasing of the process water directly to the sewer is not a
problem due to the benefits of dilution in the downstream wastewater.
Process water released directly to a surface water course such as a drainage ditch or waterway must consider
the allowable styrene concentration with respect to the receiving environment and the possible oxygen deplet‐
ing capabilities of the process water’s elevated temperature. Based upon the exhaustive literature review of the
quick volatilization of the styrene and its potential to result in any long‐term harm to plant and animal life, dis‐
charges of process water having the normal concentration levels of styrene and temperature at cool‐down di‐
rectly to a dry waterway should pose no harm. Further, while the common practice of many CIPP installers is to
transport the process water to the nearest wastewater treatment facility, releases of process waters to ditches
and/or waterways containing water and/or aquatic life containing no more than a concentration of 25ppm sty‐
rene and a temperature approximately equal to that of the receiving waterway should not create any environ‐
mental harm (see note below). For projects requiring large quantities of process water to be directly discharged
to the environment, it is recommended that an engineering analysis be undertaken to determine the assimila‐
tive capacity of the receiving stream with respect to the temperatures and styrene concentrations anticipated.
Note: A typical 24‐inch diameter culvert 100 linear feet in length will require around 2400 gallons of water to process. If released at
25ppm, the amount of styrene anticipated in its release is approximately 0.45 pounds.

Air inversion of the resin‐saturated tube and curing the liner by the introduction of steam into the pressurized
air flow greatly reduces the amount of styrene that will potentially be released into the environment. This is be‐
cause the very quick cross‐linking of the resin effectively binds up the styrene to a much higher degree using this
method for curing. Most of the styrene released in this method of curing will be in the vapor form and requires
little or no action on the contractor’s part so long as the discharge point is maintained 6‐inches above ground.
The condensate generated in the pipeline being processed should be minimized by maximizing the flow of air for
the site‐specific conditions. The small volume of condensate produced during processing should be detained in a
temporary impoundment if the quantity is expected to be discharged to a ditch or waterway containing water
and/or aquatic life. Measurements made to date have shown that the condensate will probably have a concen‐
tration of around 30ppm. Depending upon the assimilative capacity of the receiving waterway, the condensate
may be released once it has cooled to near ambient temperature (which will also result in a drop in the styrene
concentration due to volatilization); or it can be retrieved into the steam generation system’s water storage tank
for later use in the production of steam during curing of the next CIPP.
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It is imperative that the processing of the liner, whichever method of curing is used, is properly completed.
Properly cured liners release little or no styrene to the environment. Thermocouples placed strategically in the
liner‐host pipe interface are a must. A written curing schedule developed for a CIPP system acknowledging the
conditions present in the curing environment and the resin system proposed will lead to a proper cure and a
long CIPP life; and no environmental impact.

SUMMARY
Proper curing and handling of CIPP systems should be done using the following guidelines:
Water Curing
Sanitary Sewers
1. Cure resin system per written curing schedule
2. Release process water to the sewer after per industry standards during/after cool‐down.
Storm Sewers and Culverts
1. Cure resin systems per written curing schedule
2. Based upon receiving waterway’s assimilate capabilities
a. Discharge water once at ambient air temperature
b. Discharge water once styrene concentration is confirmed to be at or below 25ppm;
or
c. Transport process water to nearest wastewater treatment facility
Steam Curing
Sanitary Sewers
1. Cure resin system per written curing schedule
2. Release condensate water directly to receiving sewer while processing
Storm Sewers and Culverts
1. Cure resin system per written curing schedule
2. Based upon receiving waterway’s assimilative capabilities
a. Detain condensate in a lined holding pond until it cools to ambient
b. Discharge water once styrene concentration is confirmed to be less than 25ppm; or
c. Retrieve condensate by pumping it into the steam generation truck’s reservoir; or
d. Transport condensate to nearest wastewater treatment facility.
Any residual styrene concentrations from a properly cured resin system that are taken into the runoff water
from storm events will typically be short‐lived, in the range of less than 1.0ppm and therefore pose no signifi‐
cant environmental threat.
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Project Background and Description
SAWPA was formed in 1972 to plan and construct facilities with the goal of
protecting and improving ground and surface water quality of the Santa Ana River
Watershed. SAWPA is a joint powers agency and consists of five member agencies:
Eastern Municipal Water District, Western Municipal Water District, Inland Empire
Utilities Agency, Orange County Water District and San Bernardino Valley
Municipal Water District. SAWPA owns, operates and maintains 72 miles of the
Santa Ana Regional Interceptor (SARI) pipeline network within Riverside and San
Bernardino Counties upstream from the Orange/Riverside County line.
The SARI pipeline conveys primarily highly saline, non-domestic wastewater from
industrial dischargers and municipal desalter facilities within Riverside and San
Bernardino Counties to the Orange County Sanitation District wastewater treatment
facility.
Beginning construction in the late 1970s, the SARI pipeline is a network of collector
pipelines totaling 93 miles and extends from the Upper Santa Ana Watershed to the
Pacific Ocean. Reach IV-A serves the Chino Basin area and Reach IV-B serves the
southwestern portion of the City of Riverside and the City of Corona. SARI Reach
IV-A and Reach IV-B were constructed in the early 1980s and are two of the older
portions of the pipeline and are in need of repair and rehabilitation to prevent
potential leaks into the groundwater and surface water within the Prado Dam basin
area.
The pipelines are constructed of unlined, reinforced concrete pipe (RCP). As part of
an ongoing maintenance program consistent with the Statewide General Waste
Discharge Requirements as adopted by the State Water Resources Control Board,
SAWPA had performed inspections on the pipeline. Previous surveys of the interior
pipelines have identified evidence of decay and bio-growth which inhibits the flow
of water through the pipe. The Project proposes to rehabilitate segments of the
existing pipeline to extend the service life of the Reach IV-A and Reach IV-B
pipelines.
In addition to making repairs to extend the service life of the existing pipelines, the
repairs to the pipelines are also necessary to meet the new loading conditions created
by raising the height of the Prado Dam. A recent project completed by the United
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States Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) has raised the height of Prado Dam by
approximately 28 feet and proposes to raise the spillway elevation by 20 feet. The
Orange County Water District will implement an approved water conservation pool
to support an aquifer recharge and groundwater augmentation program. The
conservation pool behind the dam will be set at an elevation 505 feet amsl, which
will periodically inundate the SARI pipelines near the dam by approximately 30 feet
of water.
Over the next 30 years, the sediment deposition behind the dam is expected to rise 20
feet. The proposed Project will strengthen the pipeline to resist the increased weight
over the pipeline from the water conservation efforts. This will result in inundation
of greater lengths of pipeline for longer periods of time, which will restrict access to
the pipeline for all or most of the year. Increased sedimentation will also restrict
access to the pipeline by covering the existing manholes. The pipeline is currently
unlined. Lining the pipeline will prevent deterioration of the pipeline concrete and
joints. Deterioration of the concrete has the potential to impact the structural integrity
of the pipeline.
The purpose of the proposed Project is to repair the existing SARI Pipeline along
Lower Reach IV-A, Upper Reach IV-A, and Reach IV-B. The repairs are needed to
rehabilitate the aging pipeline to avoid leaking industrial brine water into the
groundwater table and extend the useful life of the existing pipeline. If the industrial
brine water leaked and contaminated the water conservation pool behind the Prado
Dam, the effects would be catastrophic to the vegetation and wildlife species relying
on the conservation pool habitat as a vital life-supporting resource.
By undertaking the proposed Project, SAWPA proposes to repair approximately 11
miles of the existing SARI pipeline to extend the useful life of the pipeline and to
prevent future leaks into the water table due to decaying pipeline. SAWPA proposes
to complete this Project consistent with local and regional land use goals and policies
and within the limits of all applicable local, state, and federal government
regulations. The objectives of this Project are to:


Utilize repair techniques that are financially feasible and provide interim
solutions while SAWPA investigates permanent and regional solutions for
the SARI line;



Improve the condition of the SARI pipeline to avoid leakage of untreated
industrial wastewater and potential collapse of the pipeline;



Repair the pipeline using advanced technologies and existing roadways to
minimize impacts to sensitive wetland and upland habitats;



Utilize existing infrastructure to the maximum extent possible;
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Minimize the need for future repair work since access to the pipeline within
the 505-foot elevation of the conservation pool will be restricted for most of
the year; and,



Provide repairs that will extend the useful life of the pipeline segments by 50
years, providing SAWPA a buffer of time to safely continue existing pipeline
operations while investigations for a permanent and regional solution for the
SARI line are occurring.

As one of many steps taken to assure a quality project throughout design and
construction, SAWPA elected to convene a Value Engineering Workshop to review
project progress, and offer suggestions for further improvements in project
functionality and cost effectiveness. A VE Team met for three days (31 August – 2
September 2009), and this report contains the results of that effort.
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Summary List of Developed Options

PROPOSAL #

ITEM

Environmental (E)
E – 1.0
E – 2.0

Project Description Elements (avoidance, minimization, mitigation,
schedule)
Develop Bird Accounting Parcel Program

Design (D)
D – 1.0
D – 2.0
D – 3.0
D – 4.0
D – 5.0
D – 6.0
D – 7.0

Optimize Manhole Design
Identify Siphon Access / Rehab Requirements
Assess Hobas versus HDPE Selection
Evaluate Structural Capacity of Existing RCP
Optimize Dewatering Approach
Confirm Design Strategies
Evaluate Cost Estimate

Constructability (C)
C – 1.0
C – 2.0
C – 3.0
C – 4.0
C – 5.0
C – 6.0
C – 7.0

Modify Slip-lining Access Locations
Extend Contract Duration
Identify Staging / Laydown Areas
Evaluate U-V Pipe Lining
Eliminate or Modify Water Bypass Requirements
Postpone Upper Reach IV-A (27” pipeline) Segments
Reduce Contractor Risk
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VE Team Leader Comments and Observations
This was the first recent SAWPA VE Workshop, and a few “lessons learned” came
from this exercise. Having the full support of SAWPA staff and RBF design
personnel throughout the Workshop were key to the very open exchange of ideas that
began with the opening discussions of project “drivers” and other requirements, and
continued through the final day. Information provided by SAWPA was excellent,
and included all the important design documentation, plus video clips of internal
pipeline conditions, a disk with the environmental report and concerns, and other
data. Some productivity was lost due to time constraints, and a more detailed cost
estimate would have enabled a more comprehensive analysis of potential cost
impacts.
The first day field trip emphasized the rather restrictive site conditions, with the need
to access structures and move equipment through dense and almost impenetrable
brush in an extremely sensitive environmental habitat. A further complexity for
contractors will be the demands of breeding bird conditions that will restrict visual,
movement and noise construction elements.
The good news resulting from the field trip was confirming these conditions only
existed in the lower reaches, and that the upper IV-A area was a more normal
pipeline installation, with many manholes, and generally open access to all planned
CIPP insertion points. It was also outside the more environmentally sensitive Prado
Basin and Conservation Pool limits, and was not subjected to changes initiated by
the COE that will raise hydraulic and sediment loading on the lower reaches. Flow in
the upper IV-A reach was also relatively minimal.
These conditions lead the VE Team to concentrate their efforts on the lower reaches,
which were also the areas for the higher cost slip lining construction approach.
Environmental concerns again dictated higher cost, because CIPP presented more
risk of spillage with the water bypass needs. A number of team proposals were
developed to improve the manhole design and enhance the slip lining installation
process. The need for an extended pipeline life is critical in the lower reaches
because once the Prado Dam and Conservation Pool fill, pipeline access is basically
denied.
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Since many of the VE Team proposals to improve lower reach construction and
reliability will add cost, Team members looked to the IV-A upper reach for
opportunities to reduce cost. Since CIPP is a very cost effective lining process that
utilizes the existing manholes as insertion points, is located outside the more
environmentally sensitive Prado Basin habitat and Conservation Pool limits and not
subject to sedimentation loading there is an opportunity to temporarily delay
rehabilitation of this reach if funding for the project is limited. Low flow conditions
also provided opportunity to review planned installation procedures, and the need for
manhole and siphon structural rehabilitation.
The Brainstorming List contains a number of items that will and / or should be
considered as the design progresses from this Preliminary Phase. Many of the
developed proposals also contain a checklist of items that would be candidates for
subsequent review by the SAWPA Board, and the Design Group.
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Environmental – E-1.0 through E-2.0
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VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

E-1.0

9/2/2009

1 of 5

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Project Description Elements (avoidance, minimization, mitigation, schedule)

ORIGINAL DESIGN

The project description components are defined. Project components may further be
defined/refined in consideration of regulatory opportunities/approvals.

PROPOSED CHANGE

Tailor project description/components to segment/tier activities to provide avoidance,
minimization and mitigation strategies. This project description organization is in response to
direction received from the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) meeting on
August 31, 2009.

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

E-1.0

9/2/2009

2 of 5

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Project Description Elements (avoidance, minimization, mitigation, schedule)

ADVANTAGES



Serves to organize project components/activities chronically or geographically to
demonstrate SAWPA’s efforts to avoid a substantive effect on least Bell’s vireo or
potentially Southwestern Willow Flycatcher during the breeding season.



This documentation will assist in obtaining Section 7 of the FESA compliance; a
compliance requirement of the project which also facilitates FCWA, CDFG, and
RWQCB.

DISADVANTAGES

Minor labor and coordination efforts.

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

By providing the USFWS with a tiered project description that illustrates the SAWPA effort to
construct the project in an environmentally-sensitive manner, the USFWS can better
understand the construction requirements/challenges within the context of the bird-breeding
season. In this manner, both SAWPA and USFWS can discuss avoidance, minimization and
mitigation strategies and proceed with the final Biological Assessments/Biological Opinion
with the underlying goal of concluding a No Jeopardy decision and allow construction to
proceed. The objective is to obtain Section 7 concurrence by 12/1/2009.

CALCULATIONS

Project: SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
BACKUP DATA AND
ASSUMPTIONS

SCALE

PROPOSAL NO.

SHEET NO.

E-1.0

3 of 5

The project description must include the entire limits of disturbance and clearly distinguish,
excavation, the vegetation clearing, equipment and stockpile locations, daylight and any
nighttime operations (i.e. lighting/illumination issues), road use and construction duration.
This is particularly relevant to those activities that take place during the breeding season. It will
be important to provide USFWS with the temporal losses anticipated with willows, mulefat and
eucalyptus, including tree count information. This is basic information for the Biological
Assessment.
In response to USFWS’s request for information presented to SAWPA on August 31, 2009; a
description of project activities should be addressed with the following considerations:
Emphasize project components to demonstrate actions and activities are programmed to take
place strategically outside the conservation pool and breeding habitat season as practicable.
Sample work activities include:
1. Storage of pipe (i.e. laydown area)
2. Widen roads from 10 to 20 feet
3. Establish working limits at manhole (100x150 feet)
4. Access from road to working limits
5. Equipment storage locations
6. Contractor trailer locations
7. Slip-lining activities

Project: SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
BACKUP DATA AND
ASSUMPTIONS

SCALE

CALCULATIONS
PROPOSAL NO.

SHEET NO.

E-1.0

4 of 5

1. The storage of pipe off the immediate project area and well away from any ESA or ERA –
AVOIDANCE
2. Widen the road in dry season outside the breeding season. This may require two
pass-throughs for initial clearing in late summer/early fall 2010 including removal of
large trees in riparian area and late summer/early fall 2011 - AVOIDANCE
3. Establish working limits in upper reaches – AVOIDANCE
4. Establish working limits adjacent to breeding habitat at same time as road widening
(non-breeding season) - AVOIDANCE
5. Establish access road to work limits (same as 3 above) – AVOIDANCE
6. Establish equipment storage locations well away from ESAs and ERAs – AVOIDANCE
7. Establish contractor trailer locations, perhaps at ACOE field offices, well away from
ESAs and ERAs – AVOIDANCE
8. Slip-lining activities should occur, optimally, as a sequential project from the higher
elevation to lowest elevation although some time lapse may occur before proceeding
downstream. Slip-lining can occur after establishment of all work areas. Working areas
described above may be accommodated either outside the breeding season or well away
from ESAs and ERAs. These activities occur between August/September 2010 and
August/September 2011.
Slip-lining activities may commence in the upland during the breeding season.
Slip-lining activities can take place in lower riparian where breeding least Bell’s vireo
and Southwestern Willow Flycatcher are not substantially present.

Project: SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
BACKUP DATA AND
ASSUMPTIONS

SCALE

CALCULATIONS
PROPOSAL NO.

SHEET NO.

E-1.0

5 of 5

Slip-lining activities within the breeding areas and adjacent to habitat can be implemented
generally between 4A-0010 to 4A-0030 and 4B-0120 to 4B-0030, if the work can be accomplished
during the non-breeding season (e.g. August 2011 through October 2012) assuming all work
areas needed are processed.
If slip-lining activities cannot be completed prior to the upcoming storm season in late 2011;
then work may need to commence in the breeding season in the following year in 2012 or until
breeding season is completed.
Slip-lining activities that occur in breeding season would incorporate minimization/mitigation
strategy including the placement of noise curtains to reduce noise exposure and obstruct
line-of-sight with construction equipment in operation. During slip-lining activities the bird
accounting parcel program may be in place to provide further assurances towards
environmental compliance per CEUA and Biological opinion.

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

E-2.0

9/2/2009

1 of 4

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Develop Bird Accounting Parcel Program

ORIGINAL DESIGN

Not specifically accounted as a project tracking component; although mitigation program in
EIR provides the foundation.

PROPOSED CHANGE

Conduct proactive bird surveys within determined corridor limit and determine presence,
breeding status, nest status and determine nest abandonment. The Bird Accounting Program
takes the mitigation program and further refines its utility for permitting consideration and
scheduling work activities.

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

E-2.0

9/2/2009

2 of 4

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Develop Bird Accounting Parcel Program

ADVANTAGES



Provides justification to begin/re-start work within established 500-foot buffer.



Validates/identifies need/location of sound barrier (i.e. noise-attenuation curtain).

Program basis for implementation established at permitting phase. Its utility dependent on use of
noise barrier as allowed by the USFWS.
Note:

DISADVANTAGES

Minor labor and cost during least Bell’s vireo breeding season mid-March through mid-August.
Actual protocol surveys including Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (April 10 - July 31)

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

For a reasonable and limited investment this Bird Accounting Parcel Program provides
compliance documentation for the Federal Endangered Species Act, provides breeding/nesting
status and locations, confirms location and geographic orientation of sound barrier and allows
construction to occur during breeding season.

Project: SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
BACKUP DATA AND
ASSUMPTIONS

SCALE

CALCULATIONS
PROPOSAL NO.

SHEET NO.

E-2.0

3 of 4

It will be critical to address the locations of listed species including the least Bell’s vireo and
Southwestern Willow Flycatcher, due to their potential to affect the construction schedules.
The Team will implement a comprehensive and effective bird survey and monitoring program prior to
construction activities to assess the location and status of territory and nest activity within an
appropriate area around the manhole locations as well as the access roads. A fundamental purpose of
the surveys and monitoring is to track the presence of nesting birds during the spring breeding season.
The focus of the effort is a radius/buffer of a minimum of 500 feet from the location of the manholes.
There is a 300 to 500 foot No Work Zone with either birds considered “special status” or State or Federal
threatened or endangered. The Team will map nesting birds within the 500-foot survey area and
potentially slightly beyond pending the terrain and anticipated bird movement. The
survey/monitoring effort will result in a bird accounting program for each manhole work area where
specific bird use areas within the established survey/monitoring boundaries are monitored and
reported. GPS units will be used to establish coordinates of the bird locations and nesting activity along
with the project work limits established for each of the manhole locations.
Each parcel can be numbered and information updated as the nesting season progress. It is important to
recognize that the 500-foot survey area relates to the listed species whereas the 300 foot buffer is for
non-listed special status species.
The biological/nest monitors would potentially release certain manhole locations as birds complete
their breeding programs and abandon nests. In this manner. Any restrictions associated with nest
presence can be removed and work may commence assuming other restrictions do not apply.
Survey efforts will focus on locating all nesting sites (i.e., breeding territories) within 500 feet of the
disturbance limits for the project. Specifically, each manhole will be surveyed and continuously
monitored throughout the migratory nesting season with the purpose of relieving restrictions on work
activities. It is anticipated that once nesting activities within 500 feet of each manhole work area have
ceased and birds have not attempted to re-nest, manholes can be “cleared” by the biologists and
construction can begin.
Another important consideration is the use of a noise curtain and how the placement between the
construction equipment (cranes, bulldozer, and tractor) and the nest location may result in substantive
sound attenuation assuming direct line of sight can be broken.
Pending outcome of the permit conditions; if it is determined that sound barriers may be utilized in the
work area during construction, they may be installed/oriented prior to the breeding season as a

proactive activity or installed/oriented at the time the birds arrive to react to their arrival. A
proactive approach is desirable to minimize uncertain conditions for the contractor. Silencers
on construction equipment engines may reduce noise curtain requirements.

Design – D-1.0 through D-7.0
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VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

D-1.0

9/2/2009

1 of 4

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Optimize Manhole Design

ORIGINAL DESIGN

Utilize slip-lining access pits for new FRP manholes. See original design sketch Sheet No. 3.
Slip-line through existing manholes and abandon for access.

PROPOSED CHANGE

Based on the high groundwater table and poor soil conditions, the design needs to ensure that
the new manhole is stable. Special attention needs to be given to the dimension of the concrete
slab underneath the encasement. In addition, ensuring a stable sub-base that precludes fine
material movement is important. See proposed concept sketch Sheet No. 4.

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

D-1.0

9/2/2009

2 of 4

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Optimize Manhole Design

ADVANTAGES



Ensures stable manhole that deals with high groundwater and poor soil conditions.



Minimizes loading on new FRP pipe not in existing pipe.



Provides provision for future extension at top of manhole by providing flanged and
gasketed top lid.

DISADVANTAGES


Added cost



Redesign required

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

Within the lower sections of IV-B and IV-A it is imperative that the design provide a system that
will last for 50 years with minimal maintenance. Leakage or failure of this system is
unacceptable!

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

D-2.0

9/2/2009

1 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Identify Siphon Access /Rehab Requirements

ITEM

ORIGINAL DESIGN



Utilize existing 3’-0” manhole lids for access to accomplish CIPP rehabilitation.



CIPP rehabilitation of siphon pipes.

PROPOSED CHANGE



Remove concrete lid with access manhole and replace with new concrete lid and 4’-6” x
4’-6” Bilco hatch.



Do not CIPP rehabilitation the siphon pipes.

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

D-2.0

9/2/2009

2 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Identify Siphon Access / Rehab Requirements

ADVANTAGES



CIPP insertion enhanced.



Enhanced maintenance access.



Eliminating CIPP rehabilitation has a potential cost savings of $150,000.

DISADVANTAGES



Additional cost for hatch, but reduces risk of CIPP insertion problem.

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

Contractor would probably request to remove the lid for construction and convince SAWPA
that hatch would facilitate future maintenance. Change order would be issued at greater cost
than including in bid document. VE Team inspected siphon access during their fieldtrip, and
they appeared to be in excellent condition.

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

D-3.0

9/2/2009

1 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Assess Hobas versus HDPE Selection

ORIGINAL DESIGN

The TM evaluated Hobas (centrifugal cast fiberglass reinforced mortar pipe, Vylon PVC and
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE). Based on the PDR, the Hobas pipe was recommended for
the slip-lining portion of the project. The major justification is that the extra thickness of the
HDPE would reduce the capacity for future flows. For the 42-diameter RCP, the inside
diameter would be 31.511” with a reduction of 22.5% capacity based on DR-17. For the
36-diameter RCP, the inside diameter would be 28.009” with a reduction of 14.7% capacity
based on DR-17.

PROPOSED CHANGE

None. Validation of direction taken by designer.

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

D-4.0

9/2/2009

1 of 1

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Evaluate Structural Capacity of Existing RCP

ORIGINAL DESIGN

Appendix E of the PDR provides the basis for the Hobas design. Based upon the condition of
the existing pipe, the E’ was increased from 1,000 psi to 2,000 psi (equivalent for crushed rock
bedding). Based on the other loading conditions, the calculations show that a PS of 95 psi
(worst case). Optimizing may be possible during the final design.

PROPOSED CHANGE

After reviewing the assumption and calculations, the VE Team agrees that the current design
assumes the maximum benefit of the existing RCP pipe.

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

D-5.0

9/2/2009

1 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Optimize Dewatering Approach

ORIGINAL DESIGN

Dewatering anticipated for each access pit to lower the groundwater table a minimum of 2 feet
below the bottom of the excavation. The estimated dewatering rate for each pit is 400-500 gpm.
Discharge would be via an NPDES permit.

PROPOSED CHANGE

Utilize upcoming geotechnical investigation to get a true estimate of potential dewatering
quantities and difficulty. Also, suggest installing monitoring wells for use during the actual
construction. Suggest dewatering discharge water into the SARI to minimize the adverse effect
of discharge near the work areas.

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

SHEET NO.

D-5.0

9/2/2009

2 of 2

Optimize Dewatering Approach

Reduces contractor risk

DISADVANTAGES



DATE

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

ADVANTAGES



PROPOSAL NO.

Additional cost to project

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

D-6.0

9/2/2009

1 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Confirm Design Strategies

ORIGINAL DESIGN

For lower Reaches IV-A and IV-B the design strategy is segmented Hobas pipe with FRP
manholes at the access pits. The upper Reach IV-A strategy was CIPP rehabilitation with no
information on manholes and structure rehabilitation at the two siphons. The design team
evaluated spiral wound as an alternative to CIPP and decided to only use FRP based on limited
history and limited contractor pool. The VE Team concurs with eliminating the spiral wound
alternative.

PROPOSED CHANGE
Lower Reaches IV-A and IV-B


Segmented slip-lining with Hobas but add equivalent design with Ameron Bondstrand and/or future
pipe.



Provide additional access pits w/o manholes to facilitate slip-lining (see other write-up).



Slip-line through existing manholes and abandon manholes

Upper Reach IV-A


Use partially deteriorated criteria for CIPP design (10.5 – 13.5 mm)



Rehab existing manholes (66) by epoxy coating



No CIPP of siphons but epoxy coat inlet/outlet structures

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

D-6.0

9/2/2009

2 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Confirm Design Strategies

ADVANTAGES



Alternate pipe materials will reduce material cost by 10-15%.



Additional access pits w/o manholes will help facilitate the insertion process especially
at sweeps or shallow bends.



Using partially deteriorated CIPP will help reduce cost while still ensuring a 50 year life.



The siphon pipes probably do not require rehabilitation based on my experience.

DISADVANTAGES



Additional cost for access pits



Some redesign required

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

Project is under considerable constraint due to environmental concerns (leakage into sensitive
areas) and load condition changes (dam raise and conservation pool). Design strategies have
accommodated these issues.

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

D-7.0

9/2/2009

1 of 3

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Evaluate Cost Estimate

ORIGINAL DESIGN

Lower portion of Reach IV-A and IV-B $18.2M
Upper portion of Reach IV-A $6.5M
Total

$24.7M

PROPOSED CHANGE

Add manhole rehab and siphon structure rehab (4 structures) in upper portion of Reach IV-A.
New total project cost $25.1M

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

Project: SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
BACKUP DATA AND
ASSUMPTIONS

SCALE

CALCULATIONS
PROPOSAL NO.

SHEET NO.

D-7.0

2 of 3

Based on the preliminary construction cost estimate, the project totals are as outlined below:
Lower portion of Reaches IV-A and IV-B $13,684,760
Upper Portion of Reach IV-A

$ 5,013,450

Total

$18,698,210

W/markups $18,224,244
32%
Increase

6,547,700
$24,771,944

Missing items:
Manhole rehab on Reach IV-A upper epoxy coated
66 manholes @ 10’ riser (avg) x $305/ft = $201,300
Siphon rehab (2) :
Coating of interior

$ 50,000

Remove roof and reinstall w/Bilco hatch

$100,000

W/markups

$150,000

Total Project = $25,123,244

Note: Other unit values seemed reasonable based on the PDR level estimate.

Constructability – C-1.0 through C-7.0
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VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-1.0

9/2/2009

1 of 4

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Modify Slip-lining Access Locations

ITEM

ORIGINAL DESIGN

The current design, while conceptual, focuses on maximizing slip-line push lengths, based on
manufacturer guidelines and not on potential for pushed to hang up in radiused pipe. This
potential to “hang up” increases the probability of more slip-line access points, both for
insertion and termination.

PROPOSED CHANGE



Factor in 3 types of slip-line access points for:
1. Insertion pit w/permanent Hobas tee
2. Termination pit w/permanent Hobas tee
3. Temporary insertion and termination pits w/no resulting Hobas tee



Space to ensure CCTV maximum length not exceeded



Insertion pits and termination pits are sized differently

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-1.0

9/2/2009

2 of 4

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Modify Slip-lining Access Locations

ADVANTAGES



More realistic, taking into account constructability issues, future maintenance and access
issues, and ensuring pipeline and manhole system is homogeneous.

DISADVANTAGES



Redesign will be required

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

More realistic approach to the short term constructability and long term function, inspection
and maintenance of system.

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-2.0

9/2/2009

1 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Extend Contract Duration

ITEM

ORIGINAL DESIGN

While it is possible to slip-line 33,000’ x 36” and 42” segmental pipe (Hobas or equal) within a
construction season, this project has constructability issues that may hinder production. These
issues include working in wetlands, access to the work-site by construction vehicles and
personnel, dewatering and effect on excavations, slip-line of radius bends, and environmental
issues.

PROPOSED CHANGE



Extend contract duration to allow for phasing work to accommodate constructability
issues.



Use contract incentives to encourage contractor to complete in construction season
(demonstrating ability to minimize issues), and penalizing for late completion (inability
to manage issues)

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-2.0

9/2/2009

2 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Extend Contract Duration for Lower Reaches IV-A and IV-B

ADVANTAGES



Recognizes constructability issues and that they may impact productivity on project (i.e.
costs), but engages contractor’s creativity in quickly resolving issues, with potential
reward or penalty.



Empower contractor to resolve constructability issues, within environmental guidelines.

DISADVANTAGES



Because of OCWD requirements, project may not allow for project running into second
construction season.



Some may oppose any incentives to contractor to perform other than as contracted.

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

The constructability issues and their magnitude are highly debatable, sometimes appearing to
be more important than the slip-line work itself. It is important not to impose false, unrealistic
expectations on the project, but at the same time, engage the contractor’s creativity and
willingness to resolve these issues quickly and effectively.

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-3.0

9/2/2009

1 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Identify Staging / Laydown Areas

ORIGINAL DESIGN

Environmental constraints may limit construction crews, equipment and materials to the access
roads, area around existing manholes, and areas around insertion and termination pits. This
suggests limited workspace that may require modification for additional staging and laydown.

PROPOSED CHANGE



Project trailer near existing COE trailers (power, water, sewer)



Separate staging areas for lower Reaches IV-A and IV-B (equipment)



Separate laydown areas for lower Reaches IV-A and IV-B (pipe)

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-3.0

9/2/2009

2 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
Identify Staging / Laydown Areas

ADVANTAGES



Provides contractor with ability to more efficiently locate materials and equipment for
work.



Provides safe, secure area for resources not currently in use.



Provides central location for workers to begin work, and receive work assignments for
each project phase.

DISADVANTAGES



May have environmental limitations

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

This is an unusual project because of site access limitations which affect the contractors project
productivity, as well as costs, providing more accessible areas for staging and laydown, will
allow contractor to increase productivity.

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-4.0

9/2/2009

1 of 3

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Evaluate U-V Pipe Lining

ORIGINAL DESIGN

Standard CIPP, using heat cure, vinyl ester resin, per LA Green Book spec.

PROPOSED CHANGE

Investigation into U-V light cure pipe rehabilitation method for upper Reach IV-A, including
approximately 25,000’ x 27”.

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-4.0

9/2/2009

2 of 3

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
Evaluate U-V Pipe Lining

ADVANTAGES



Uses new technology

DISADVANTAGES



May have diameter, thickness and length limitations



May use “promoter” in resin that is a class 1 carcinogen



Cost

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

SAWPA asked that the Team relay any knowledge and/or information on U-V light cure.

Project: SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
BACKUP DATA AND
ASSUMPTIONS

SCALE

CALCULATIONS
PROPOSAL NO.

SHEET NO.

C-4.0

3 of 3

Limitations – contact Downstream Services to verify (800) 262-0999


Thickness and diameter – 10.5m may be maximum thickness using light. For 27mm pipe
diameter, this may not be a limitation, knowing the condition of pipe (i.e. PD design).



Length – the light train length governs the installation length of the tube. Assume light
train maximum length = 300’. Compare to maximum CIPP length of 2,000’ for this
diameter.



Promoter for resin may be a carcinogen – contact Mike Gosselin of Integrated Chemical
and Equipment Corp at (860) 664-3951 office or (203) 260-8888 cell.



Cost – 8” material costs for U-V light cure are 40% higher than CIPP heat cure. This
should be heightened as diameter increases. Labor and equipment should be same for
both methods.

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-5.0

9/2/2009

1 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Eliminate or Modify Water Bypass Requirements

ORIGINAL DESIGN

Present plan is to rent a bypass system with necessary pipelines, pumps and other equipment
for use when installing CIPP in the upper IV-A (27” pipe).

PROPOSED CHANGE

Review flow conditions at key points along this reach, and where appropriate, plug upstream
line and allow flow to accumulate in line until it can be released back into the pipeline system.
Develop other “stoppage” options that could eliminate/reduce bypass pumping requirements.

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-5.0

9/2/2009

2 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
Eliminate or Modify Water Bypass Requirements

ADVANTAGES



Potential cost savings



No need for additional work space to accommodate bypass pipe and equipment



Eliminates potential for spillage



More aesthetically pleasing in business area

DISADVANTAGES



Will require assessment and monitoring



May require negotiation with businesses to reduce flow during “curing” cycle

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

This is an unusual project because of site access limitations which affect the contractor’s project
productivity, as well as costs. Providing more accessible areas for staging and laydown will
allow contractor to increase productivity.

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-6.0

9/2/2009

1 of 3

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
Postpone Upper Reach IV-A (27” pipeline) Segments

ORIGINAL DESIGN

Present design involves full design and construction of upper Reach IV-A with a 27” CIPP
lining.

PROPOSED CHANGE

Postpone construction of incremental segments of this reach as necessary to keep project within
budget limits.

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-6.0

9/2/2009

2 of 3

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
Postpone Upper Reach IV-A (27” pipeline) Segments

ADVANTAGES



Very low risk not to reline



Area is accessible for future installation



Pipe relining would be driven by “need”



Budget would be available to pay for added construction in other more critical areas

DISADVANTAGES



Would require additional contracting



Project completion would be delayed

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

The IV-A upper reach existing pipeline is in good condition, and carries minimum flow. It is
not in the Prado Basin conservation pool area, and therefore not subjected to the additional
structure loads or access conditions as the lower IV-A 42” reach or the IV-B 36” reach.

Project: SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
BACKUP DATA AND
ASSUMPTIONS

SCALE

CALCULATIONS
PROPOSAL NO.

SHEET NO.

C-6.0

3 of 3

Potential cost deferments:


Postpone IV-A from MAS 0620-0680 (3,250’ at 192.65/ft = $626,000)



Postpone the total IV-A 27” CIPP reach (from the cost estimate $5,013,450)



Costs also carry an additional mark-up of approximately 25%

VALUE ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-7.0

9/2/2009

1 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project
Reduce Contractor Risk

ORIGINAL DESIGN

PDR has limited discussion on contractor risks.

PROPOSED CHANGE

Identify contractor risks so that the design documents can mitigate for a lower construction
cost.

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL LABOR
AND MATERIAL

MARK-UP

TOTAL COST

ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROPOSED CHANGE
SAVINGS

DESIGN SUGGESTION

LIFE CYCLE COST

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
PROPOSAL JUSTIFICATION

PROJECT
ITEM

PROPOSAL NO.

DATE

SHEET NO.

C-7.0

9/2/2009

2 of 2

SARI Repairs Unlined RCP Project

Reduce Contractor Risk

ADVANTAGES

 Limited access to work areas
 Dewatering at access pits
 Rain events
 Environmental requirements
 Conservation pool impacts (seasonal storage)
 Contract documents clarity
 Cleaning of calcium deposits
 Sag sections
 Working in wetlands
 Slip-lining radius bends
 CIPP cure water release
 Stream crossing requirements
 Hauling requirements
Addressing these items will reduce risk and related costs.
DISADVANTAGES

JUSTIFICATION (essay-type rationale)

SECTION III - VALUE
ENGINEERING PROCESS
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SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT AUTHORITY

SARI Repairs to the Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B
VALUE ENGINEERING WORKSHOP
Conduct of the Study
INFORMATION PHASE
The Value Engineering Team Workshop activity began on Monday, August 31,
2009, at Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority (SAWPA) headquarters, 11615
Sterling Avenue, Riverside, CA 92503. SAWPA Program Manager David Ruhl
opened the session with a welcome and an overview of project goals. RBF Design
Group Project Manager John Harris also participated in this introduction process,
followed by Value Engineering Team members and other attendees introducing
themselves, and their roles in the VE Workshop. Certified Value Specialist George
Bartolomei then presented an overview of the VE process and planned activities for
this project.
Due to high temperatures in the area, it was decided to conduct the project site visit
immediately following the VE orientation, for the comfort of all participants. VE
Team members Michael Brenner (AECOM – Environmental), Michael Fleury
(Carollo – Design) and Casey Smith ( SAK Construction – Constructability) made
up the remaining members of the field trip group. By having all VE Team members,
RBF and SAWPA personnel in one vehicle, participants were able to carry on
project discussions throughout the ½ day trip.
The ‘wilderness road’ through the heavily vegetated areas of reaches IV-B and lower
IV-A was a dramatic indicator of the habitat restrictions that would be imposed on
any contractor working in this region. The brush was extremely dense, and access to
some manholes was impossible, even with the existing rough maintenance road. This
challenge to an appropriate working area will be even further complicated by noise,
line-of-sight and mating season restrictions imposed by the nesting of the protected
least Bell’s vireo in this habitat. Another factor that will weigh heavily on working
conditions here is the impact of rain accumulation in these low lying areas, where a
number of small streams still crisscross the alignment, in spite of the unusually dry
seasons we have been experiencing over the past few years.
As the group progressed along the route of each reach, stops were made to inspect
pipeline and manhole conditions, as well as access. Flow in the upper IV-A was
very low, and this was reported as a normal condition for this reach. Environmentally
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sensitive areas were few, and access was completely open along this reach, a marked
difference from the conditions along the lower reaches.
The remainder of the day was spent in Design Group presentations to bring the VE
Team up to speed on project details and requirements, and conducting open
discussion to identify areas of concern / opportunity. The next morning was spent
identifying and listing key functions that would help separate needs and wants of this
project. These were meant to redefine requirements in this Value Engineering
terminology, and to begin the process of exploring alternatives “outside the box”.
This session concluded with a review / discussion of major functions, drivers,
opportunities and constraints in the project.

CREATIVE PHASE
During this session the Team “brainstormed” 56 ideas relating to potential functional
and constructability project improvements. (Section III, Brainstorming Results, has a
complete list of these ideas, in addition to their subsequent rating and cross reference
to developed proposals). While some of the ideas may appear to be out of the project
scope, it is important to remember that the success of this phase relies on recording
all ideas and delaying evaluation to that planned process.

ANALYSIS PHASE
The ideas generated by Creative Phase participants were broad in scope, and covered
a wide variety of options, some outside the scope of this project. A streamlined
system (SIRRS – Simplified Idea Rating/Ranking System) was then used to evaluate
each idea in terms of its appropriateness to identified requirements. The purpose of
this approach is to explore the greatest range of options to obtain the maximum value
for each dollar spent on this project. This ranking process is also a time management
tool to aid the Team in focusing on key ideas during the Development phase. An
article explaining this technique may be found in the Appendix of this report, as one
of the VE handouts.
The ranking process normally uses a two component point approach to evaluate each
idea. Two scoring categories, 1) Acceptability and 2) Potential Cost Impact
(Savings), each with a maximum possible score of five (5) points are used to rank
each idea. Due to limited Team time and general nature of the cost data, it was
decided to forgo the cost ranking element and concentrate on those ideas that would
best serve the technical needs of this project. The final ranking of each idea is shown
on the Brainstorming Results sheets, presented in Section III. These ‘Acceptability
points’ were assigned by User and Design Group participants, in a general discussion
with all attendees.
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The SIRRS points were assigned as follows:
ACCEPTABILITY
Excellent Idea, Highly Desired
Good Idea, Worth Pursuing
Feasible Idea, Some Potential
Fair Idea, Low Priority
Poor Idea, Lowest Priority
Do Not Evaluate

POINTS
5
4
3
2
1
0

The final result of this Phase was to identify 23 ideas ranking 3 or higher, as
potential candidates for further analyses and incorporation as VE option proposals.

DEVELOPMENT PHASE
In addition to the SIRRS rankings as a guide for time management, each Team
member selected those items they felt most qualified to further define with detailed
cost and technical data, advantages and disadvantages, sketches as appropriate, and
any calculations necessary to support each proposal. This Development Phase
process resulted in a total of 16 Design Suggestions, incorporating 37 of the 56
“brainstormed” ideas. (See Section III Brainstorming List for tally of developed
ideas)

PRESENTATION PHASE
The final afternoon of the VE Workshop was conducted with representatives from
SAWPA and the Design Group. The various options, with calculations, sketches, and
rough cost estimate worksheets were discussed with participants, along with a
Summary listing of all developed options. Each option was presented by the VE
Team member who was knowledgeable of that particular option. The purpose of the
discussions was to assure that all participants had a clear understanding of concepts
being discussed, including assumptions, calculations, and any other data developed
by the VE Team members.
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SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT AUTHORITY

SARI Repairs to the Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B
VALUE ENGINEERING WORKSHOP
Functional Definitions
PREVENT
SUPPORT
EXTEND
LINE
INSERT
INSTALL
SEAL
ACCESS
CLEAR
CLEAR
RETAIN
MITIGATE
CONSTRUCT
DEWATER
INSTALL
UTILIZE
REMOVE
STAGE
OPEN
CLEAN
GROUT

LEAKAGE
LOADS
LFE
PIPELINES
SEGMENTS
CIPP
JOINTS
MANHOLES
ROADS
AREAS
HABITAT
CHANGES
PITS
PITS
EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT
MATERIALS
PIPELINES
PIPELINES
LINERS

CAP
EXTEND
REFURBISH
BYPASS
EXCLUDE
RETAIN
LIMIT
MAINTAIN
MINIMIZE
MINIMIZE
MAINTAIN
MINIMIZE
MAXIMIZE
IDENTIFY
STAGE
ACCOMMODATE
OPTIMIZE
ENHANCE
MEET
ASSURE
SATISFY
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STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
MANHOLES
WASTEWATER
WASTEWATER
WASTEWATER
WASTEWATER
ALIGNMENT
MITIGATION
DISRUPTION
OPERATIONS
NOISE
CAPACITY
LAYDOWN
CONSTRUCTION
GROWTH
COSTS
FUNCTIONS
CODES
SAFETY
AGENCIES

Functional Analysis System Technique Diagram

FAST Diagram
SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT AUTHORITY
SARI Repairs to the Unlined RCP Reaches IV-A and IV-B

HOW :

PREVENT
LEAKAGE

IMPROVE
FUNCTIONS

ASSURE
SECURITY

REDUCE
COSTS

MEET
CODES

SUPPORT
LOADING

RELINE
PIPELINES

INSTALL
LINERS

MAINTAIN
ALIGNMENT

IMPROVE
ACCESS

MINIMIZE
DISRUPTION

MAXIMIZE
CAPACITY

OPTIMIZE
MANHOLES

MAINTAIN
OPERATIONS

EXTEND
LIFE

SEAL
JOINTS

CONSTRUCTIO
N

MINIMIZE
MITIGATION

CAP
STRUCTURES

SATISFY
AGENCIES

WHY ?

ISSUE
CONTRACTS

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM TECHNIQUE
For those unfamiliar with FAST diagrams, the functional “critical path” is shown by
the row of heavily lined boxes. Moving to the right should answer HOW functions
are being accomplished; moving to the left should answer the WHY question.
Vertical dashed lines define the Project Scope addressed by the VE Team. Upper left
functions in dotted boxes are Design/VE Team objectives, and upper right functions
in the dotted boxes are inherent project requirements. Functions shown vertically
under each heavy box are those which are intended to be accomplished concurrently
with their respective critical path functions.
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SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT AUTHORITY

SARI Repairs to the Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B
VALUE ENGINEERING WORKSHOP
Brainstorming Ideas / Ranking / Development
Idea #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Description
Optimize manhole access locations
Categorize access types
Minimize manhole size and number
Increase vegetation clearing
Optimize schedule with migratory bird demands
Issue separate clearing contract
Reduce contractor risk
Identify / quantify mitigation requirements
Identify staging areas
Use contractor incentives
Optimize manhole design
Phase / sequence construction
Identify long lead item procurements
Perform dewatering tests
Develop rain contingency plan
Specify bird accounting program
Install monitoring wells
Bid alternative pipe materials
Identify work hour restrictions
Evaluate pump bypass requirements
Clarify vegetation dewatering requirements
Develop cure water release and test needs
Delay 27” upper reach construction
Maximize liner capacity
Assure environmental conditions are addressed in design
Assess segmented reach contracting options
Optimize personnel / trucking sequencing
Identify traffic control
Clarify noise curtain options in design
Develop emergency response plan
Establish clear working limits
Provide contractor training
Enhance grouting for added structural support
Identify alternate access from dam
Identify laydown areas
Offset pits to avoid water
18

Acceptability
5
5
5
2
3
DNE
4
2
3
2
4
4
2
2
2
4
2
3
DNE
2
DNE
2
3
2
3
2
DNE
DNE
2
DNE
DNE
DNE
DNE
DNE
2
DNE

DEV.
C – 1.0
C – 1.0
C – 1.0
C – 3.0
E – 1.0, 2.0
C – 7.0
E – 1.0
C – 3.0
C – 2.0
D – 1.0
C – 2.0
D – 5.0
C – 7.0
E – 2.0
D – 5.0
D – 6.0
C – 5.0
C – 7.0
C – 6.0
D – 3.0
E – 1.0

E – 1.0

C – 3.0

SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT AUTHORITY

SARI Repairs to the Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B
VALUE ENGINEERING WORKSHOP
Brainstorming Ideas / Ranking / Development
Idea #
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

Description
Extend contract duration
Optimize dewatering approach
Evaluate participation goals
Address upper reach IV-A access key points
Assess structural capacity of existing RCP
Assess bypass flow needs beyond manhole 620
Evaluate siphon access
Do not rehab siphons
Develop segment staging plan
Identify stream crossing requirements
Verify design consistency with EIR
Assess Hobas versus HDPE for slip lining
Assess need for manhole rehabilitation
Identify hauling requirements
Document tree removal program
Assess impact of lowering conservation pool
Coordinate with OCWD regarding conservation pool impacts
Assess design strategies
Evaluate U-V type lining applications / limitations
Evaluate cost estimate

Acceptability
3
3
DNE
DNE
5
3
3
3
DNE
2
2
4
3
2
DNE
DNE
DNE
5
3
4

NOTES
DEV = Reference to Developed Proposal (Section II) addressing this idea.
Ideas NOT incorporated into proposals are candidates for further review.
DNE = Do not evaluate (already planned / being done, already discussed and dismissed,
etc.)
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DEV.
C – 2.0
D – 5.0

D – 4.0
C – 5.0
D – 2.0
D – 2.0
C – 7.0
E – 1.0
D – 3.0
D – 6.0
C – 7.0

D – 6.0
C – 4.0
D – 7.0

APPENDIX
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SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT AUTHORITY

SARI Repairs to the Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B
Value Engineering Workshop Agenda
The value engineering workshop for the subject project will be conducted for 3 days, from August
31 – September 2. Meetings will be held in the “Consultant’s Room” at the Santa Ana Watershed
Project Authority, 11615 Sterling Avenue, Riverside, CA 92503.
MONDAY

0800 – 0830 Participant Welcome

David Ruhl, Project Manager
SAWPA
Project Overview
John Harris, Project Manager
RBF
The Project Managers will discuss functional goals and
requirements, and potential opportunities for the VE Study effort,
and participants in the Value Engineering Team Study (VETS)
will be introduced by their respective principals.

0830 - 0845

VE Study Overview

George Bartolomei, CVS-Life
Value Management Institute

The VETL will review VE methodology, discuss roles and
responsibilities, and outline activities planned for the week.
0845 – 0915

Travel to Project Site

0915 - 1230

Site Visit

V.E. Team, Design Groups,
SAWPA Representatives

The V.E. teams will match up with their contemporaries, and
Review site particulars, with emphasis on identifying Project
“drivers”, and specific design concerns/opportunities.
1230 – 1300

Return to Conference Room
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MONDAY (CONTINUED)
1300 - 1400

Buffet Lunch

1400 - 1600 Project Briefing

Design Group(s)

The design team(s) and consultants will discuss the project
requirements and proposed design solutions, including
alternatives considered. Questions from the Pre-Study Review will
be addressed as part of this briefing, by design Teams and/or
SAWPA representatives, as appropriate. The V.E. Team will ask
questions as appropriate to completely understand the project
requirements as established by the user and incorporated in the
present design solution(s).
1600 - 1700

Function Analysis

V.E. Team, Design Groups,
SAWPA Representatives

Participants will review Project information, and identify the key
functions required and/or desired in this Project. These functions
will later be developed into a F.A.S.T. diagram to show their
interrelationships.
TUESDAY

0800 - 0900

Functional Review

V.E. Team, Design Groups,
SAWPA Representatives

The VETL will lead a discussion of the functions established in the
function analysis session, to solicit additional input from the
Design Groups and SAWPA Representatives, and to assure the
functions listed represent a fair “redefinition” of Project
requirements in these Value Engineering terms.
0900 - 1030

Creative Phase

V.E. Team, Design Groups,
SAWPA Representatives

Attendees will creatively review, (Brainstorm), and tabulate
possible design alternatives for the facilities. While the designer's
solution will serve as the "baseline", this session will also identify
alternatives not in the recommended solution, but perhaps
deserving of further investigation. Generally, a brainstorming
session will produce between 50 and 75 creative design
alternatives.
During the creative phase, the team will not judge the ideas, and
discussion will be limited, to assure focus on the rapid generation
of concepts “outside the box”.
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TUESDAY (CONTINUED)
1030 – 1200

Analysis Phase

V.E. Team, Design Groups,
SAWPA Representatives

During this phase, the user, designers, and other appropriate
parties will rank all of the ideas or alternatives according to their
potentials for life-cycle (25-year) cost reduction and the potential
for acceptance. A Simplified Idea Rating/Ranking System (SIRRS )
VE methodology will be used. At the conclusion of this session, all
participants will have a total insight on the ideas that will be
developed in further detail.
1200 - 1300

Buffet Lunch

1300 – 1330

Project Assignments

V.E Team (others by choice)

Each team member will be assigned a number of ideas for further
development. The ideas will be those with the highest rankings.
In general, the ideas will be assigned according to technical
discipline: pipeline, hydraulics, structural, civil, geotechnical,
environmental, constructability, etc.
1330 - 1700

Development Phase

V.E. Team (others by choice)

During the development phase, each team member will gather
information and prepare written proposals for those ideas
assigned to him/her. These may require additional discussions
with the designer, user, outside contractors and suppliers, and
other specialists to fully define the alternative. The team members
will prepare sketches, perform calculations and develop other
data to support each proposal. In addition, team members will
prepare area estimates of costs for individual alternatives as
originally designed, and as proposed by the V.E. team. Life-cycle
costs for operation, maintenance and related annual costs will
also be considered.

WEDNESDAY

0800 - 1230

Development Phase (Continued) V.E. Team (others by choice)

1230 - 1300

Buffet Lunch

1300 - 1500

Finalize Proposals, prepare Summary, run copies VETL
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WEDNESDAY (CONTINUED)
1500 - 1630

VE Team Report

V.E. Team, Design Groups,

SAWPA Representatives, others
The Value Engineering Team will discuss the alternatives
developed in the course of the study. Each proposal will be
reviewed in detail, to the extent that all assumptions made in
developing the proposals are clearly understood. The intent is to
give a clear understanding of the proposal's intent rather than to
reach any conclusions regarding potential for design
incorporation.

1630 - 1700

Conclusion
VMI / SAWPA
The workshop will be concluded. A summary of results will be
distributed, and draft copies of key proposals may be available
upon request. The typed final report will be delivered to SAWPA
within ten working days of the conclusion of the study. Resolution
meeting schedules will be developed.

NOTES:
1. V.E. team members should bring to the workshop on Monday morning any technical and
pricing reference manuals which may be used during the study. These may include design
handbooks, code documents, estimating price guides, and related documents. Calculators,
pencils, sketch paper, scales, and other similar items will also be useful.
2. It is critical that outside telephone calls and other interruptions of the study team members be
held to an absolute minimum during the week to allow for efficient, uninterrupted concentration
on the Value Engineering Study.
3. There will be a 1015 Coffee Break each day except Monday, and 1430 afternoon Break each
day.
Questions concerning the Value Engineering Study should be directed to:
SAWPA:
David P. Ruhl, P.E., Program Manager, druhl@sawpa.org
Phone: 951-354-4223, Cell: 951-538-3250, Fax: 951-352-3422
VMI:
George Bartolomei, CVS, gbartolomei@sbcglobal.net
Phone: 858- 271- 8035

UPDATED: 08/28/09
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SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT AUTHORITY

SARI Repairs to the Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B
Value Engineering Participant List
Name

REPRESENTING / Role

Phone

Daily Log In
31 1 2

Bartolomei, George

Value Management Institute / VE Team Leader

858-271-8035

Beehler, Jeff

SAWPA - Program Manager

951-354-4234

Benner, Michael

AECOM / VE Team - Environmental

714-648-2044.

Cantú, Celeste

SAWPA - General Manager

951-354-4229

Fleury, Michael

Carollo Engineering / VE Team - Design

951-662-5145

X

Haller, Rich

SAWPA - Executive Manager, E&O

951-354-4223

Harris, John

RBF Consulting - Design Lead

858-614-5016

Jewell, Alex

RBF Consulting - Design

Norton, Mark

Email

X

X

gbartolomei@sbcglobal.net

X

X

jbeehler@sawpa.org

X

X

michael.benner@aecom.com

X

ccantu@sawpa.org

X

X

mfleury@carollo.com

X

X

X

rhaller@sawpa.org

X

X

X

jharris@rbf.com

858-614-5085

X

ajewell@rbf.com

SAWPA - Water Resources & Planning Manager

951-354-4221

X

mnorton@sawpa.org

Quintero, Carlos

SAWPA - Project Manager

951-354-4239

X

X

cquintero@sawpa.org

Ruhl, David

SAWPA - Program Manager

951-354-4223

X

X

druhl@sawpa.org

Schultz, Steve

MWWD

951-354-5130

X

X

sschultz@mwwd.com

Smith, Casey

SAK Construction / VE Team - Constructability

602-300-1241

X

X

csmith@sakconst.com

UPDATED: 09/08/09
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X

X

X

X

Value Engineering Handout Materials
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Area Cost Summaries
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SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT AUTHORITY
REPAIRS TO UNLINED RCP, REACHES IV-A AND IV-B

VALUE ENGINEERING REVIEW SESSION
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Item
No.

Comment
No.

Type

VE Design Suggestions/Comments

1

E-1.0

Environmental

Tailor the project description/components to segment/tier activities to
provide avoidance, minimization and mitigation strategies. This project
description organization is in response to direction received from USFWS
meeting on August 31, 2009. The design team should consider a 3 year
construction schedule to maximize avoidance during the breeding
season.

SAWPA is working directly with the resource agencies to sequence this project. The construction schedule has been revised from an
aggressive 7-month construction window through the breeding season to an extended 2-year program. The VE team recommendation
to extend the construction period to 3-years creates numerous complications for the contractor and SAWPA as too many variables
come into play over such an extended period of time, such as the potential loss of experienced project manager for the Contractor,
holding bid prices for this duration, implementation of the water conversation program in Prado Basin, opportunity for more nesting
within cleared sites and opportunity for change of construction. It is likely that unforeseen conditions will expose SAWPA to change
order requests and claims. The 2 year program is a good compromise.

2

E-2.0

Environmental

Develop bird accounting parcel program.

No exception taken to this comment. It is recommended that this work be completed in Year 1 of the construction effort to determine
construction mitigation measures that will be needed for Year 2 construction.

3

D-1.0

Design

Optimize Manhole Design. Utilize slip-lining access pits for new FRP
manholes,

No exception taken. The design will further develop the manhole design sketch provided in the VE study.

4

D-2.0

Design

Identify siphon access requirements and rehabilitation. A) Remove
A) No exception taken
concrete lid at siphon structure on each side to provide access into each B) Noted - this comment will be discussed with SAWPA staff for inclusion as part of the base bid or an optional bid item.
siphon barrel and replace with Bilco-type hatch cover. B) Delete CIPP of
siphon barrels

5

D-3.0

Design

Assess Hobas vs HDPE

The VE team validated the design approach. No action required.

6

D-4.0

Design

Assess Structural Capacity of Existing RCP

The VE team validated the design approach. No action required.

7

D-5.0

Design

Optimize Dewatering Approach. Utilize geotechnical field exploration
program to install monitoring wells to pump test groundwater conditions

The geotechnical engineer will provide a revised quote to install a pump test well and adjacent monitoring well and conduct a pump test
program to simulate dewatering. The designer to contact Griffin Dewatering Company to discuss the dewatering program used for the
relocation of the SARI pipeline near MAS 4A-0000 and MAS 4A-0010 and MAS 4B-0000 and MAS 4B-0010

8

D-6.0

Design

Confirm Design Strategies using CIPP for the Upper portion of Reach IV- The VE team validated the design approach. No action required.
A and Slip-lining for Lower Reach IV-A and IV-B

9

D-7.0

Design

Evaluate Cost Estimate

The VE team validated the cost estimate based on the preliminary design information provided.

10

C-1.0

Construction

Modify Slip-line Access points for Lower Reach IV-A and IV-B

11

C-2.0

Construction

Contract Duration for Lower Reach IV-A and IV-B. Extend contract
duration to account for constructibility issues that will hinder production.

No exception taken for Reach IV-A. The design will consider the potential for using insertion and termination pits and look at slip-lining
in both directions. The slope along this reach is 0.001 which is conducive for this approach.
On Reach IV-B, it is recommended to use only insertion pits and push the slip-liner pipe downstream. The slope on this reach is 0.0038
which create too great of a vertical difference on slip-lining runs (over 7 feet on runs of 2,000 feet).
No exception taken. See response to comment E-1.0. A 2-year construction period is recommended.

12

C-3.0

Construction

Staging and Ly-down areas. Identify lay-down areas on the plans

No exception taken. Proposed staging areas will be shown on the design plans and on exhibits included in the final PDR.

13

C-4.0

Construction

Investigate the use of UV Light Cure Rehabilitation

No exception taken. The designer will discuss this method with a UV Liner contractor to determine its applicability to the project
conditions.

14

C-5.0

Construction

Eliminate or modify by-pass in low flow areas during the CIPP process.

15

C-6.0

Construction

Appendix_Q_VE_review_comments.xls

Designer Response

No exceptions taken. The designer will work with SAWPA and the dischargers to determine locations where flow can be suspended by
the user, stored on-site by the user, stored inside the pipe or pumped and trucked around the work area. This will minimize some of the
traffic control issues when crossing major streets, such as El Prado and Central Ave.
Postpone Segments in the Upper portion of Reach IV-A where there is no No exceptions taken. The designer and SAWPA to organize the bid schedule to make these sections as optional bid items and include
flow or is very minimal.
them in the project based on the bid results for the rest of the project.
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SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT AUTHORITY
REPAIRS TO UNLINED RCP, REACHES IV-A AND IV-B

VALUE ENGINEERING REVIEW SESSION
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Item
No.
16

Comment
No.
C-7.0

Appendix_Q_VE_review_comments.xls

Type
Construction

VE Design Suggestions/Comments
Reduce Contractor Risk. Address risk factors in the contract documents
to minimize contractor exposure,

Designer Response
No exception taken. The designer will identify such risk factors and provide specific requirements for the contractor to achieve.
Specifically items noted by the VE team include:
Limited Access at Pits - Work area limits will be identified on the plans that will balance the need for work space and limit environmental
impact.
Dewatering at Access Pits - Soil data to be provided to the Contractor that will show anticpaited groundwater levels and soil types to be
encountered.
Rain Events - The construction season will be clearly delinated to the contractor and the risk/exposure to flood events when working in
the Prado Basin. Evacuation plan and personnel safety plans will be required.
Environmental Requirements - The designer is seeking to obtain specific constrcution requirements for inclusion in the contract
documents based ont he permit conditons form the resource agencies. The goal is to avoid non-specific/ interpretive type requirements
that leave SAWPA and the construction exposed.
Conservation Pool Impacts - SAWPA must work with OCWD to keep the water pool down during the construction period.
Contract Doucment clarity - We concur. All work items must be specific, quantifiable and defined for the contractor
and construction manager to perform their work in an efficient manner. This will also work to minimize construction claims.
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Appendix R
Estimated Debris and Observed D/d

Preliminary Design Report - Final
RBF Consulting

Repairs to Unlined RCP, Reaches IV-A and IV-B
September 2009

Appendix S
Preliminary Maintenance Access Structure Design

Preliminary Design Report - Final
RBF Consulting

Repairs to Unlined RCP, Reaches IV-A and IV-B
September 2009

Santa Ana Regional Interceptor (SARI) Repairs to Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B

Preliminary Slip-Line Manhole Detail
SD Mac: 25103871LetterLandscape.indd

Appendix T
Response to Comments – Draft Pre-Design Report

Preliminary Design Report - Final
RBF Consulting

Repairs to Unlined RCP, Reaches IV-A and IV-B
September 2009

Santa Ana Regional Interceptor Pipeline (SARI)
Repairs to Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B

PDR _Draft Comments provided by Rich Haller
1.
Include design criteria for reconstructed Maintenance Access
Structures: watertight, capable to withstand Maximum Probable Flood
Condition, sized to allow for CCTV camera and line cleaning nozzle/hose
entry/exit, etc.
2.
Are existing Maintenance Access Structures, if not
reconstructed, adequate to withstand Maximum Probable Flood Condition or
should all be reconstructed?

3.
Segmental slip lining - Live Stream - are there any
considerations for a brine wastewater versus domestic wastewater
(non-corrosive materials, safety)?

4.
Pipe Buoyancy Calculation - is calculation for groundwater
conditions only worst case? At what water surface elevation is buoyancy
a problem? Calculation should be made a Maximum Probable Flood Condition

Response to Comments
OK. Working with Hobas and Ameron on a 6 foot diameter fiberglass structure that is concrete encased to
prevent floatation. A 3-foot diameter access cover will be provided.

It appears all MAS were designed to water-tight based on the MPF. Existing MAS that remain should be rehab'd

Review of the water quality data shows SARI wastewater to be fairly neutral pH-wise. Hobas, Ameron (fiberglass pipe)
and or HDPE would appropriate pipe materials

Buoyancy uplift force does not change with height of water. The height of water is factored
into the Wall buckling equation

5.
Yorba Slaughter Dike - it appears MAS's will be on the "wet
side" of the dike and therefore need to withstand Max Probable Flood
Condition.

OK, noted

6.
Check lateral information for Reach IV-A and IV-B which should
be available from the CCTV info. Check "8" catch basin connection" term
which is confusing; there are no catch basin connections.

OK

7.

OK, revised text

Section 4 text and Table 2:

o
Check the hydraulic capacity of Option A, Lower Reach IV-A.
Text states 15.0 mgd, Table 2 states 18.1 mgd

Revised text

o
Slip lining should provide the largest diameter possible to
minimize the loss of design capacity. Will n=0.009 friction coefficient
degrade over time?

Noted and n value should remain depending on cleaning program

o
Highlight that Option A is based on Hobas. What are the cost
implications of locking into one vendor? How does Hobas compare with
Vylon PVC and HDPE?

8.
Section 5.5 - add sentence that the EIR considered
impacts/mitigations for spring/summer/fall work. Assess the cost impacts

RBF Consulting

HDPE is comparable but needs greater wall thickness, which reduces hydraulic capcity
Vylon has limited strength capacity, plus experience on Mission Tunnel is poor. We are currently working with Ameron to determine
the feasibility of using their fiberglass Bondstrand pipe.

Based on the VE session, we are looking at a 2-year construction period to work around the breeding season
and minimize impacts
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Santa Ana Regional Interceptor Pipeline (SARI)
Repairs to Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B

PDR _Draft Comments provided by Rich Haller

Response to Comments

of faster/dryer work conditions versus the added mitigation costs for
spring/summer/fall work.
9.
Section 5.6 - I thought we standardized on a 50' radius to
remain cleared around each manhole.

50' diameter is correct

10. Add brief discussion on O&M issues for all the re-lining methods
presented.

ok

11. Dewatering - how will the risk of dewatering claims from the
contractor be mitigated?

Provide soils data and expected groundwater levels as part of the construction documents. Dewatering is a performance
requirement based on stated conditions. We need to be broad in our assessment of the potential soil conditions as the basin is
likely to see a wide variety of sands,gravels and clayely soils.

12. Dewatering - water will most likely be discharge to a surface
stream not the SARI. An application for an NPDES permit is being
prepared. Water quality data from water samples collected during the
soil borings will be required.

OK, noted

13. Construction cost estimate. What's changed since the last estimate
which was $20M? We are proceeding with a project financing plan based
upon a total project cost of $22.5M.

The slip line alignment has a number of alignment curves that will reduce production rates, and increase the unit cost of pipe

14. Permit requirements. Are impacted areas updated based upon the
preliminary design or the same values used in the EIR?

Impact areas have been updated based on the current access pit locations

15. Section 8.5 - bird nesting season ends September 25th, not
September 15th?

noted

16. Section 9.0 - where MBE, WBE requirements stated in the RFQ
package?

Sub contractor information is not required as part of the RFQ program. It will be included in the final bid documents

17. Appendix O - clarify the intent to use/not use the Green Book. Add
Summary of Work, Supplementary General Provision sections.

Green Book will be supplemented by technical specifications and special provisions provided by SAWPA

RBF Consulting
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Santa Ana Regional Interceptor Pipeline (SARI)
Repairs to Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B

PDR _Draft Comments provided by David Ruhl
1 Lateral Connections IVB - Information provided by SAWPA
2
3
4

5
6

incorrect, no lateral connection at Sta. 69+06.17 and 92+06.19
Section 3.3, Add location of 5 barrel crossing.
Provide table of slip liner material available sizes for Hobas,
Vylon and HDPE. Are they all 30" and 36", include wall thickness.
Will the selected pipe material have the same biogrowth issue?
What is the projected "n" value over time for the pipe materials
identified?
Existing capacity and projected flow capacity for CIPP is not
provided.
For CIPP what are the pipe segment lengths from MAS to MAS? Do
we have any load capacity issues? Are there installation limitations?
Can we skip a MAS for shorter pipe segments?

7 Have you looked at fiberglass liners as a competitor to resin

Response to Comments
Ok, Revised to show only one lateral onReach IV-B
Ok and we have added to the plans
Added discussion about Ameron Bondstrand fiberglass pipe
Yes, dependent on cleaning

Provided
We will provide a table on the plans, no load issues, Yes - lining through MAS is OK.

UV liners would be an acceptable option however there are limitations on diameter
and length for this size project.

and felt liners.
8 For CIPP work within existing easements, we most likely will not

OK, noted. More linear set-up will be required

have a 50 foot radius around each MAS but rather only the area within
the existing easement. Should provide description of area required and
ability to work within existing easement.

9 Working with businesses on upper Reach IVA should be an

additional project issue. Access to easements, clearing easement and
temporary easements if necessary.
10 Reference the Least Bells Vireo and Southwestern Willow
Flycatcher as endangered species.
11 Section 5.6, provide table of impacted parcels, property owner,

tenant, impacts to business, area required, is a temporary easement
required.
12 Table 4 is not consistent with text on page 21 stating 1,000
feet per day can be achieved.
13 Fish and Game will require on on-site biologist.
14 Limited discussion on project phasing and construction

RBF Consulting

SAWPA should work with tenants to move off easement, utilize parallel IEUA easement, line
through some of the MAS to minimize disturbance
and orient CIPP equipment to minimize impact are all options.

OK
Only TCE identified is near the Adobe slaughter Dike. Need additional 20-foot wide
TC through two parcels

Revised
OK
Revised construction sequence to use a two year construction window.
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Santa Ana Regional Interceptor Pipeline (SARI)
Repairs to Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B

PDR _Draft Comments provided by David Ruhl
sequencing. Need more detail on how we will accomplish, clearing the
access road, line cleaning, constructing access pits, installing slip
line pipe, reconstructing the manhole ect. all within the small window
and the constraints of working within prado. Most likely work below 505
elevation will not occur unit mid to late summer.
15 staging areas, existing and proposed access road and existing
and temporary easements were not included on plans.
16 Geotechnical borings that will be obtained after Sept 26th.

Response to Comments

Noted on plans on plans
Ok,noted

Missing Items
1 Reconstructed MAS detail
2 Access Pit Detail
3 Financing plan showing disbursement projections by month.
4 Constructability review process

Added
Part of the MAS detail
This can be developed once the construction period is confirmed with the
resource agencies
OK

General Editing Comment
1 Replace the term "Manhole" with "Maintenance Access Structure"
2 Replace "Prado Dam Raise Project" with correct project name.

Ok, noted
Ok, noted

Items for consideration/discussion
1 Add pipe survey to determine depth of cover over

SARI at channel crossing locations
2 Include in Bid Sheet purchase of I Beams and Steal

Ok, noted, to be part of the Bid documents
Ok, noted, to be part of the Bid documents

plates to be used as temporary bridges.

RBF Consulting
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Santa Ana Regional Interceptor Pipeline (SARI)
Repairs to Unlined RCP
Reaches IV-A and IV-B
PDR _Draft Comments provided by Carlos Quintero

1. Verify the number and location of laterals to Reach IV-A. The connection from
OLS Energy is at MH 4A-0620; there is no flow upstream of this MH, the PDR indicates that
there is no flow upstream of 4A-0580.
2. Could you provide a table or a graph indicating the hydraulic capacity of the repaired
segments of the SARI as the “n” value of the liner increases? What is a reasonable assumption
for deterioration of the pipeline over time?
3. Does the 10% contingency cover unexpected bends or changes of slope in the
pipeline that might require additional access pits?
4. Is there any testing required for the CIPP liner? Do we perform CCTV to make sure
the liner attached correctly to the pipe?
5. Are there any impacts to water quality as a result of the resins used during the
CIPP installation?
6. Please indicate if there are any disadvantages of the spiral wound process. Only benefits
are described in the PDR.
7. There is no discussion on the potential flotation of manholes.
8. Under discussion of traffic control permit requirements, we need to make sure that there are
no disruptions to the access road to the Corona Airport. Previous drawings showed an access
pit near or at the intersection of the entrance to the airport, the drawings included as part of the
PDR reflect a change of location.
9. Will there be a staging area for excavated material from the access pits? Are we
planning on using any imported soil for backfilling?

Response to Comments

Ok, noted

OK, added. Roughness will depend on the cleaning cycle
10% accounts for unforeseen issue at this stage of the project.
the Specs will cover testing requirements and yes CCTV will be performed and no the liner does not attach to the host
pipe
No, the resin sets and cures prior to the water being released downstream. A discussion and appendix added to
address this concern
Ok
OK, we are woorking on this concept which will include manhole flotation. Concrete encasement of manholes to
eliminate flotation.

Ok, noted
Most excavated material will be hauled off-site. Native material to be used as backfill. The plans will idenitfy staging
areas available

10. The PDR indicates that average production rates of up to 1,000 feet per day can be
achieved for slip-lining (Page 21); however, Table 4 indicates an average production rate of 150
feet per day. This figure seems low compared to the 1,000 feet per day discussed earlier. What
type of conditions/situations could we encounter that drive the average production rate so low? The descrepancy has been clarified by adding a footnote to the production table
11. Is a 185 feet per day production for the CIPP reasonable? How long are the felt tube liners,
on average? Do you install the liner taken to the site on the same day? Can you stop work
without installing the total length of the felt tube liner delivered to the site? Are felt tube liners
delivered daily to the site?
12. There is no discussion of staging areas, storage of pipe and/or materials.
13. Under Project Funding, additional requirements might apply if ARRA
(stimulus) funds are granted to SAWPA.
14. SAWPA will provide maps with better resolution showing the proposed
locations for soil borings.
15. Do the scenarios provided in the calculations section consider the additionally
expected 20 ft of sediment over the pipe as a result of raising Prado Dam?
16. Were there calculations made for the 42” pipe?
17. Please verify the MH numbers in the drawings for Upper Reach IV-A are correct,
some numbers are incorrectly listed as 4A-0010.
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Contractors indicate up to 3,000 feet per week can be lined. Work must be continuous once started. Liners are
delivered most likely twice a week depending on the length of runs to be performed in the week.
Added to the plans
Ok, noted
Figures have been revised.
Yes
No, only 36" and 30" slip-liner pipe
Ok, noted
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